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More In Calloway
Are Self-Employed
The spirit of individual enterprise whatever they can borrow and make the
continues to flourish in Calloway County, big move. Some of them buy existing
judging from the number of local residents businesses and others start brand new
who start up new businesses each year.
ones.
More than half of them get Into retail
Despite the hazards involved in launching a business, many are doing so these operations or franchises of some sort.
days. Some of them, desirous of being on Grocery stores and restaurants are most
their own, are giving up their jobs and the popular, followed by a variety of service
security of a weekly paycheck to make the businesses. The chief requirements are
move.
stnall initial investment and low overhead.
According to the latest Commerce
Others, who have been out of work for
some time because of the depressed Department statistics, there are some
economy, are taking the step in the hope of 1,000 residents of Calloway County who are
making their living from their own
improving their situation.
These entrepreneurs combine whatever businesses or professions.
they have in the way of savings and
They are the storekeepers, the doctors,
the farmers, the contractors, the gas
station owners and such.
Being self-employed, they no longer
have such problems as getting and holding
a job. Instead they have other problems —
meeting the monthly rent bill, labor costs,
supplies, sales volume and competition.
Based upon the most recent figures,
approximately 9.9 per cent of the local
working population are self-employed. The
proportion is well above that in many
Dr. Josiah Darnall, professor of music at areas of the country.
Through the United States, 7.7 per cent
Murray State University, has been chosen
as the honored guest conductor for the All- are in business for themselves and, in the
District Band concert on the Southern East South Central States, 8.8 per cent,
The Government lists several
Illinois University campus in EdIngredients for a new business to succeed.
wardsville, Ill., Nov. 15.
He was selected by District VI of the The first is money.There should be enough
Illinois Music Educators Association to be of a cushion or reserve fund to carry on for
the guest conductor for the honor band a considerable time, since few of them are
made up of the 150 of the best high school profitable in the early stages. In addition
bandsmen from the 26 southernmost there must be a knowledge of the business,
a willingness to work hard and the ability
counties of Illinois.
About 1,000 music educators from to avoid serious mistakes.
Southern Illinois are expected to attend the
event.
Darnall, who joined the faculty at
Murray State in 1947, has had extensive
experience as a conductor and as an adjudicator of high school music contests. He
has been the conductor of the Quad-State
Dr. Ben Humphreys, chairman of the
Junior Band at Murray State for 20 years, Department of Professional Studies, and
the Quad-State String Orchestra for 10 Dr. Wallace Haggett, director of the
years, and the Metropolis, Ill., Band Division of Social Work, represented
Festival for 15 years, as well as the Murray State University at a recent
Kentucky Future Homemakers All-State national meeting of undergraduate social
Chorus and the Robinson, nl., Chorus and work program directors in Hollywood,
Band Festival.
Fla.
He has served two terms as president of
Social work educators at the meeting
Educators
Music
Kentucky
the
heard a report by Dr. Pauline Godwin,
Association and has been the chairman of special assistant to the Commission for
regional music teachers professional State Management and Manpower
organizations in Murray and Nashville. Development and Training, U.S. DepartHis teaching experience also includes ment of Health, Education and Welfare,
Ouachita College, Arkadelphia, Ark., regarding federal financial support of
David Lipscomb College, Nashville, and social work education under the Title XX
Indiana University at the college level and amendments to the Social Security Act.
as supervisor of music in the Mayfield
Dr. Miriam Dinerman, professor and
public schools.
assistant dean of the School of Social Work
Darnall earned the B. M. E. at Murray at Rutgers University, presented a paper
State, the M. M. at the American Con- entitled "Emerging Patterns in Social
servatory of Music in Chicago, and the D. Work Manpower and Education: Policy
M. E. et Indiana University.
Choices for the Profession"
He is the author of two books in the field
of music education and numerous articles
published in professional music journals.

Darnall Chosen

To Conduct
District Concert

Loeal Educators
At Florida Meet

A fire in a tobacco barn sent members of the Calloway County fire-Rescue
Squad three miles south of Lynn Grove around 4:07 p.m. Sunday. The owner,
Crawford Armstrong, reported that the barn and adjoining shed were apparently
totally engulfed when the squad was called. The barn housed 2,600 sticks of

tobacco being smoked. Members responding to the alarm were Bernard Steen,
Bud Miller, Robert Trenholm, Sam Smith, Floyd Garland, Jim Green, Carl Hosford,
Rick Bucy, Hal Winchester and Ron Stout
Stall Photo by David Hill

Reagan To Challenge Ford In
As Many Primaries As Possible

Seven Cage Team

The Calloway High Speech and Debate
Team will host the Harlem Magnificent
with
forthcoming
battle
In discussing his
Seven Basketball Game, November 14 at
Reagan, Ford conceded that his campaign eight p. m. in Jeffery Gymnasium.
operation to date "could be better" but
The world known Harlem Magnificent
that, in the end, "the success of our Seven will test their talents against the
programs, both at home and abroad, will rugged Calloway Top Ten.
be more determining of the end result than
The Magnificent Seven is one of show
some person not being able to carry on as basketball's most talented groups. The
would."
he indicated he could or
group has appeared all over the United
He vowed that, no matter how he fares in States and foreign countries.
will
be
no
with"there
primaries,
the
The rugged Calloway Tap _ Ust
drawal by me" before the Kansas City con- feature University of Kentucky great an
vention.
Key and Morehead State University
Ford was asked about his surprise amazing Jerry Conley. Other stars will be
declaration at a Republican party fund- Paul Rushing, Mike Kline, Bob
raiser in Boston Friday night that he would McGaughey, Clayton Hargrove, Jimmy
enter all GOP primaries. The total now Nix, Larry England, Jim McCall, Darrell
scheduled is 30, but Vermont is expected to Gibson and Dave Lanier.
approve a 31st primary for March 2.
Gates will open at 6:45. All proceeds
"I am going to enter every primary," from the game will go to the Calloway
Ford said. "That doesn't mean I will cam- County High Speech Team for expenses
paign in every primary."
throughout the 75-76 season.

WASHINGTON ( AP) — A key strategist mains under study. All declared canfor Ronald Reagan says the former didates are placed on the Massachusetts
California governor will challenge Presi- ballot.
Lake said Reagan will make a whirlwind
dent Ford in "as many primaries as
possible" for the 1976 Republican two-day swing to four of the first five
primary states — New Hampshire, Florpresidential nomination.
But the strategist, James H. Lake, ida, Illinois and North Carolina — after
dismissed President Ford's statement formally announcing his candidacy Nov.
Sunday that all GOP candidates should run 20.
Meanwhile, another possible GOP entry.
in all of the 30 or 31 primaries, rather than
of
Jr.
Mathias
Charles
"entering some and ducking others." --—Sen.
"The President of the United States has - Maryland, cited the Massachusetts filing
always been expected in his party's deadline of Jan. 2 when asked on ABC's
primaries to take on all comers and defeat "Issues and Answers" when a decision on
them," Lake said in an interview, adding running would have to be made. But
that a challenger such as Reagan needs Mathias declined to say if he considered
only to build momentum in a crosssection that a cut-off date for his own possible can_
otrar-iy piimarieitó estabfaih hit' iisaf as a didacy.
Reagan, in an Interview with Time
serious contender.
He said Reagan will enter as many magazine, said the withdrawal of Vice
TODAY'S INDEX
primaries as he can under the limits of the President Nelson A. Rockefeller will
One Sudan Today
federal law limiting a candidate's primary neither help nor hurt Ford. Noting Ford
23
Local Scene
spending to $10 million. Ford had said that, controls the party machinery, Reagan
2
Dear Abby
in view of limits on time and money, he said, "If I decide to run, maybe there's a
2
Horoscope
won't campaign in all the primaries he en: little Davitd and Goliath to this thing."
' 4
Ford, who appeared on the 28th anOpinion Page
ten.
program of NBC's "Meet the
5,6,7
niversary
Sports
Partly cloudy and cool today, high in the
Peter Hannaford, another Reagan aide,
8,9
Farm Review
upper 50s to low 60s. Fair and cooler
said Reagan would ultimately enter "a Press," acknowledged for the first time
10
Comics,Crosswords
tonight, low in the upper 30s to low 40s.
great many" primaries, if he decides to that "a growing tension" within his ad- A course to assist people in the area
10,11
ministration led to last week's decision to construction industry in understanding
Classifieds
run.
Partly cloudy and cool Tuesday, high
12
Secretary of Defense James R. building plans and in preparing materials
fire
Funerals
Deaths&
increasing
Wednesday
around 60.
Lake said the extent of the Reagan effort
cloudiness and mild.
In the March 2 Massachusetts priman, re- Schlesinger.
The President made the statement just
minutes after declaring he had given "the
simple truth" at last Monday's news conference when he denied that the change
was prompted by policy or personal differences between Schlesinger and
Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger.
Mark Wilson was presented with a
"TVs doesn't mean that either of those special award at the 11th annual Goverindividuals was not performing his job in a nor's Conservation Achievement Awards
very effective way,but for me to do the job Banquet held Saturday at Louisville. He is
as well as I possibly can, I need feeling of the son of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Wilson of
comfort within an organization—no ten- Murray Route Three and a senior at
sion, complete cohesion—and it doesn't Calloway County High School.
necessarily mean that those individuals
The Soil Conservationist award was
agreed in every precise detail," Ford said. presented to Wilson who has enhanced the
A White House spokesman later em- 350-acre farm of his family by fertilizing 75
phasized that Ford was talking about per- acres of pasture,'lining 290 acres of land,
sonalities rather than policies when the setting pine trees to control erosion and
President described "the growing ten- setting shrubs for wildlife habitat.
sion" between Kissinger and Schlesinger.
Gov. Julian M. Carroll delivered the
Ford also said:
keynote address and presented wildlife
trophies to winners in ten categories for
—It is unlikely a new strategic arms outstanding achievements in natural
limitation treaty with the Soviet Union can resource conservation. The banquet was
be reached in time for Soviet leader Leonid sponsored by the Kentucky Wildlife
Brezhnev to make a scheduled summit trip Federation Foundation, the charitable
to the United States by the end of the year. arm of the 35,000 member League of
—He will veto, in their present forms, Kentucky Sportsmen
Other winners were L. B. Davison,
pending congressional measures that
would keep curbs on oil prices, extend the Olaton, Conservationist of the year; Mrs.
1975 income tax cuts and grant federal Louise Hanson, Cave City, Wildlife Conloan guarantees to avoid a financial servationist; James Clayton, Hawesville,
Forest Conservationist; Anthony Gooddefault of New York City.
—He feels his 15 months in the White win, Princeton, Water Conservationist;
The Calloway County High Speech and Debate Team won first place Sweepstakes Honors in the TriggS0. Invitational _
ohtte has "restored puhlie confidence in-- John __Chimp, Wincheater,_ High „Scheol_
----- - ----heid foaturdayrCallovray was firstwith150 points, Rinse/Mlle scored VrYpolittrthY Whit-a artinfnlaiito.took third place
; government at the federal level," Student; Lewis Bradley, Winchester,
with 126 points. There were 15 schools competing. Galloway Team members winning individual honors were Johnny
Made "serious headway in handling a very College' Student; Dr. Marvin Thompson,
?rinidey first place in boy's extemp; Gail Tucker second place in girl's extern; Randy Herndon and Terri Irwin second place
serious economic situation we inherited" Richmond, Conservation Educator;
and is "slowly but surely" making Wallace Helton, Louisville, Conservation
in duet acting lobeth Norwood second place in humerous interp; Kathy Calhoun third place in prose; and Renee Tobev,
Larry
England
will
enter
Will
coach
erne
,
debate
and
progress in ending U.S. ctependence on Communicator; Heath High School
oratory.
Speech
third place in
November 22 in the Bullitt Central InBiology Club, Conservation Organization.
, foreign oil.
vitational at Thepardsville, Ky.
',

Course For Construction
Industry To Be Offered

Partly Cloudy

Mark Wilson

Given Award

•
KE
IVE

CCHS Speech Team
To Host Harlem

.1

lists from plans will be offered through the
Center for Continuing Education at
Murray State University beginning Nov.
18.
Entitled -Blueprint Reading and
Materials Take-Off," the course will meet
for eight sessions from 7 to 9 p. m. on
Tuesdays, Nov. 18 through Dec. 16 and
Dec. 30 through Jan. 13, in Room C-102 of
the Applied Science Building.
To be taught by Williams C. Adams, Jr
a registered engineer and faculty mernbei
in the College of Industry and Technology,
the course is designed to serve the needs of
area carpenters and related construction
workers.
George T. Lilly, chairman of the
Department of Industrial Arts Education
and program director, said the course has
been organized in response to interest
expressed by a number of people in the
area.
It will include the following: introduction to multiview projection, sections and details; use of architects' and
engineers' scales; practical study; and
review and relationship of site, architectural and structural plans, sections
and details for coaunercial and residential
construction.
Lilly said the class will be organized to
accommodate from 15 to 25 students. He
added that they will work from actual
plans in a course that .is not textbook
oriented. Students who coniplete the
course will be awarded 1.6 Continuing
Education Unit credits.
The registration fee is $16 for 16 hours of
instruction. Interested-. persons May -register at the Center for Continuing
Education in Sparks Hall on the campus or
at the first meeting of the class.
Additional information may be obtained
by calling George Lilly or William C
Adams, Jr., atti02) 762-3393. A
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Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

FOR TUESDAY,NOVEMBER 11, 1975
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)11
41-4

A good day for handling TAURUS
business transactions suc- ( Apr. 21 to May 21) t::14 ir
cessfully and for gaining ground
Fine Venus influences now
through some rarely used stimulate your creative gifts.
talent Avoid a tendency toward Look beyond the immediate for
procrastination, however.
true perspective. Intuition
should be keen now.
GEMINI
( May 22 to Jwie 21)
You have a wonderful chance
now to display your ingenuity
and possibly think up a new way
to present an old idea which
could STILL be feasible if
properly worked out.

HEW Can't Track Down

Deserted Spouses
By Abigail Van Buren
0 OPTS by Chieste• Trilmos-14 Y Pieves Syne' ,

DEAR ABBY: I read in your column that wives who
have been deserted by their husbands and who have had to
go on welfare to support their families should write to the
Parent Locator Service, in care of the Health, Education
and Welfare Office in Washington, D.C.
You said that department would locate the absent
parents through Social Security records, and they would
inform the wife of her husband's whereabouts.(In the past,
such information was considered confidential, and the
department refused to give it out.)
Well, I followed your advice, and the HEW wrote back
saying they were sorry but they couldn't help me. How
come?
Thanks for nothing.
DESERTED IN TEXAS
DEAR DESERTED: Last August,• spokesman for the
HEW wrote to advise me that the whereabouts of an absent
spouse would no longer be confidential if he deserted his
family and failed to meet his financial obligations. I was
advised to inform my readers to write to the HEW in
Washington; D.C., for assistance in locating absent
spouses.
After that item appeared in my column, the HEW in
Washington, D.C.. was inundated with requests for help.
All were refused.
When I demanded an explanation, they apologetically
told me that such a bill had been passed, but that Congress
had failed to appropriate the funds to provide that
service—and then asked that I please inform deserted wives
to apply to their state welfare department for assistance in
locating an absent spouse.
DEAR ABBY: I've never seen this problem in your
column, and I really would like to know if there is a
solution:
When a person drives her (or his) own car and agrees to
pick up others, why should the driver have to pay for the
parking?
I think it's enough that the driver uses her (his) car and
pays for the gas without having to pay for the parking.
Of all the times I've been the "chauffeur," not once has
one of the "shleppalongs" offered to pay for even part '3f the
parking.
Please print this, Abby. Most people aren't really cheap;
they're just thoughtless.
"THE DRIVER"

CANCER
June 22 to July.
23) 0
Don't chafe at the bit nor
hurry matters which need time
to develop. Neither be too
opiniative. Listen to the other
fellow's views. He might "have
something," as the saying goes.
LEO
( July 24 to Aug. 23)
Solar influences stimulate
originality and some chancetaking — if REASONABLE!
Don't go out on the proverbial
limb and DO avoid extremism.

ittrica

VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) I
PtA.
Necessity being the mother of
invention, you will probably be
able to discover more than one
novel method of meeting this
day's obstacles. Others are
pushing for identical goals.
Push on!

rIAL

LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Care needed in scientific and
technical matters. If you step
knowingly, however, you can
net fine gains.
SCORPIO
( Oct 24 to Nov. 22) ntiel
t
Carefully evaluate future
moves and plans. Take action
with the long-range view in
mind, and take past experience
into consideration. What's
expedient may not be the best
course.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) Alii0
Jupiter influences now
stimulate your interests and
leanings, and your personality
should make itself felt in the
right places. A day for advancement'
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Ida
Your intuition, foresight and
reflexes should be at a peak
now, but don't let periods of
indifference or lethargy cause
you to offset good influences.

AQUARIUS
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Don't become flustered over
ticklish situations. Your good
judgment should tell you how to
DEAR ABBY: I can't forget the letter from OLD FOOL,
the 64-year-old woman who considers herself "respectable"_—_.overcome. And your innate
but who is having an affair with a married man whose wife
sense of humor will help you to
is now her "best friend."
melt opposition.
You should have reminded her of the Chinese proverb,
PISCES
"One foot cannot stand on two boats."
As discreet or cunning as her married lover may be, he is
! Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) XC
.
bound to fall in the drink sooner or later, and he's the one
An average day, yet some
who has something to lose—not she.
new opportunities for furthering
He is making a mockery of marring*, and stinismoking a
your interests *iThbi available
mockery of friendship, pretending to be best friends with
— some hidden, some fairly
her lover's wife. Meanwhile, OLD FOOL is secure in her
clear. Listen and look carefully.
retirement with family and friends, and her travels around
kill time.
YOU BORN TODAY are
I hope this married man's wife is still around to care for
endowed with a brilliant inhim if he develops a lingering illness. OLD FOOL will
tellect, tremendous ambition
probably be cruising in the Mediterranean. Alone.
and a dynamic personality. You
STRONG STOMACH
should have a scientific
education since you have the
DEAR STRONG: Could be. But another reader takes an
talent needed to excel in many
opposing view. Read on:
of its branches, notably
chemistry, engineering and
DEAR ABBY: To the woman who calls herself OLD
medicine. However, your inFOOL: There are countless numbers of people doing the
tense desire for wealth and
same thing. You had the courage to write. Bless you
power may lead you into the
BEEN THERE
business or financial worlds,
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
where you would probably
Know." send $1 to Abigail Van Buren. 132 Lasky Dr..
become
a leader. Other fields in
Calif.
Please
•
long,
90212.
enclose
Hills,
;!..`. Beverly
which you could reach an enae'f-addressed. stamped (20t envelope.
viable success: literature and
J
the theater. Either would give
you a marvelous chance to
e:
dramatize your emotions.
Birthdate of: Thomas Bailey
Aldrich, Amer. author; Maude
Adams, world-renowned actress.
DEAR DRIVER: Here's your letter. Are you listening
"Shleppalon s"?
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DOTY BATTU Paned:

Seven Alone

Monday, November le
Wednesday, November 12
American Legion Post 329 will
Evening circles of the First
meet at the Community Center United Methodist Church
on North Second Street at 7:30 Women will meet at 7:30 p. m.
p.m.
as follows: Hannah with Mrs.
Wendell Jordan, Ruth Wilson
First District Farm Bureau with Mrs. James M. Lassiter,
King, Queen, and talent con- and Wesleyan with Mrs. Gillard
tests will be held at the Ross.
University School auditorium,
Murray Open Duplicate
North 16th Street, at seven p. m.
Bridge Club will meet at seven
p m. at Gleason Hall.
Sunnyside Homemakers Club
will meet with Frances
Health Day for Senior
Garrison at 7:30 p. m.
Citizens will be at the North 2nd
Street Center from one to three
p. m.

Sigma Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at
Robertson School Kindergarten
room at 7:30 p. m. Note change
in place.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
First Presbyterian Church at
seven p. m.
Alateen will meet at seven p.
m. at the AA Hall.

ICirkaey Senior Citizens will
meet at Methodist Church
fellowship hall at one p. m. For
information call Jan Maddox at
753-8193.

All
Preparing for the second annual Christmas Bazaar by the first United Methodist Church
Women on Tuesday, November it, in the basement of the church are, left to right, Mrs. Al (Betty) Boston, Mrs. Galard (Gretchel) Ross, and Mrs. Bill (Ruth Ann) Mciemore and son, Andy.
Hours of the bazaar will be from ten a.m. to four p.m. and seven to 830 p.m. Luncheon will be
served from 10:45 a.m. to 1:30 p.m., but tickets for this must be purchased in advance. A nursery
will be provided.

Bowling will be at Corvette
Lanes at 1:30 p. m.

CO Cl Cl airsfrau irirr-se-ve-ve-s-wa-s a s-slie-wirce ere
•

Dexter Senior Citizens will
have a potluck luncheon in
honor of Dillard Roberts at
noon.

Homemakers Clubs will meet
as follows: South Pleasant
Grove with Mrs. Bob Orr at one
p. m., Pacers with Marilyn
Mikulcik at 9:30 a. m., New
Concord with Mrs. John
Baptist Young Women of Livesay, Harris Grove
with
Memorial Baptist Church will Mrs. Carmen D'Angelo, South
meet at the home of Connie Murray with Lorene
Maggard,
White at 7:30 p. m.
and Pottertovrn at lake home of
Lucy Alderdice, all at ten a. m.
Tuesday, November 11
Lesson on Refinishing Furniture by James Stewart will be
at ten a. m. and seven p. m. at
Ellis Community Center.

JOY. Class Has

Acteens of First Baptist
Church will meet at church
parking lot at 5:45 p.m. to begin
their progressive dinner.

Senior Acteens

Meet At Church

Second annual Christmas
Bazaar and luncheon will be
held by First United Methodist
Women at the church. Hours
will be ten a. m. to four p. m.
and seven to 8:30 p. m. Luncheon will be from 10:45 a. m. to
1:30 p. m. with tickets purchased in advance.

The Senior High Acteens of
the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church met Wednesday night,
October 29, at the church.
Teresa Starks read the
scripture and prayer calendar.
"Voice of Hope" was the title
of the program led by Lucretia
Crawford. Shelia
Foster
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club presided at the business session
will meet at the home of Mr. and and the group made plans to go
Mrs. Nix Crawford at seven p. :0 the Telethon at Paducah.
m.

Betty Sledd Mission Group of
Memorial Baptist Church will
meet with Mrs. Charles
Chilcutt.
Homemakers Clubs will meet
as follows: Paris Road with
Mrs. Otley White at eleven a.
m.; New Providence with Beth
Falwell at one p. m.; Coldwater
with Vivian Adams at one p. m.

LIBRARY NOTES

Special Party At
Lovins` Home
New books at the Calloway
The J. O. Y. Sunday School of
County Public Library include
the Sinking Spring Baptist
the following:
Church had a costume
HOW TO BE OUTRAGEHalloween party at the
OUSLY SUCCESSFUL WITH
delightfully decorated home of
WOMEN,by John Mack Carter
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Lovins.
and Lois Wyse. Morrow.
The identity of each person
Carter, a native of Murray,
was guessed followed by apKentucky
and now women's
games
propriate
and apple
magazine editor, and Lois
bobbing.
Chili, sandwiches, and potato Wyse, a business person,
chips were served after the together have -explored and
covered almost 200 different
festivities.
aspects
of
the
Sexual
Those present included
Jimmy and Marketia Cain, Revolution.
HOW CAN I FIND YOU,
Lanny and Gail Turner, Pat and
Deena Scott, Mike and Becky GOD? by Marjorie Holmes.
Nance, Steve and Susie Cathey, Doubleday.
Mrs. Holmes, known to
Tommy and Suzie Scott,
Lawson and Gladys Williamson, millions through her books of
and Mike and Denecia Lovins. prayers and conversations with
God, is pointing out here the
many paths that have led her to
God.
Green, leafy vegetables such
SEVEN MEN OF GASCONY,
as collard, kale and broccoli
by R. F. Delderfield. Simon &
have a good calcium content
Schuster.
Full of romance, this saga
relates the lives, the loves, the
battles and the enduring
comradeship of seven soldiers
during the Napoleonic Wars.
INSIDE DIVORCE, by Edmond Addeo and Robert

The Carriage House... 114 North Third Street

Groups of First Christian
Church CWF will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. Ed Diuguid,
Jr., with Mrs. Walter Apperson
in charge of the program at ten
a. m.; IV with Mrs. Steve Shaw
with Mrs. Joe Cartwright in
charp of the program at 7:399.
m.

Now is a
fine time
to save on
the handsome
floor clock
you've always
wanted.

Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at 7:30 p. m. at the
Masonic Hall.
Kappa Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have an
open meeting with Joe Green of
MSU Security Police as speaker
at 7:30 p. m.

Each is
now offered at
substantial savings.

Murray Quota Club will meet
at twelve noon at the Triangle
Inn.

Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. Owen
Billington at nine a. m.; II with
Mrs. R. W. Churchill at ten a
m.; III with Mrs. Bade!,
Higgins at two p. m ; Bea
Walker with Mrs. G. T Moody
and BYW with Mrs. David King
at 7:30 p. m.
Ellis Center will open at ten a
m. for senior citizens with work
on bazaar articles at 10:30 a
m.,sack lunch at noon and band
practice square dancing in
afternoon.

The Chatham
Reg. $849.50

The
istmeitown

Tall, stately floor
clocks are now special
values at our Ethan Allen
Gallery. Choose from
three classic styles.
with eight-day weight
driven movements and
pleasant Westminster
chimes. Each adds a beautiful decorating touch
to almost any room.
Come on over soon and
let one of our home
planners help you
choose the style and
finish best suited
to your home.

Now 149"

Greenhouse work day to
transplant cuttings or start new
projects will be for Senior
Citizens at 10:30 a. m.
Arts and Crafts Senior
Citizens Group will meet at
Dexter Community ('enter at
AIM B. m.

Burger. Chilton Company.
This book provides upo-date
Information on trends in
marriage and divorce practices
with such chapter headings as
"What Money Does To
Marriage," and "Children In
The Balance."
THE GENTLE TASADAY, by
John Nance. Harcourt.
After three years spent
documenting the Tasaday and
working on their behalf, Nance
has revealed this gentle stoneage people in the Philippine rain
forest.
WE ARE YOUR SONS, by
Robert & Michael Meeropol.
Houghton.
Here for the first time the
sons of Ethel and Julius
Rosenburg tell their own story,
weaving the nightmare of
events that eventually led to
their parents' execution.
HEAR THE LAMBS ACRYIN, by
Chamintney
Thomas. Pwtals Press.
Despairingly called Sodom's
Bottom,The Ditch is a "hollow"
within a small town in northwest Alabama. This story is of
the people—rural,Southern and
Black,and the time is the 1930's.

Terms Arranged ...
Our 0%ti Credit Accounts

•Convenient Credit
•We Carry

Open Every Friday Evening ...
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We can help you have the home you want
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Scouts from Den 1 provided entertainment for the members of the Cub Scout Pack 37 and
their parents at Robertson School. This was their pantomimed version of rock groups.

By Helen F. Andrew, M.S.,
Health Educator

all so lovely, and with the
green foliage they can be put
in almost any yard and show
to good effect. But a little
through ahead will help.
It is a good idea to have an
overall plan as far as color is
concerned. A little thought
before planting, a little
Planning early in the season
will work wonders. This is
where a map of your yard
comes in handy. 'Then you
know where everything is and
where there might be a place
for a particular shrub that you
want to put in for spring
One aid in matters pertaining to color is a plentiful
use of white. It can separate
colors that don't look so well
together, or mixed in with
others such as red or purple
will being out the sparkle of
the opposing color. By all
means plant some white
blooming shrub in the edge of
shady sports. It seems to
brighten the whole place and
shows up to advantage
So study your color scheme
before you complete your
spring planting. You'll find it
interesting and you can work
out some beautiful and
unusual effects. There is
something to learn in every
phase of gardening

Have you ever thought of the
color scheme in your yard? It
depends a lot on the house
itself. Is it dark brick or light,
do you have a large yard or a
small one? All these answers
would be needed before
deciding on the general color
you would use.
I remember seeing a small
yard some years ago that Was
planted all in pink. The person
who lived there loved pink and
carried out her preference in
the yard. A monochromatic
yard would suit a lot of pool*,
but I prefer a riot of color. c
Perhaps I should say that
your color scheme also
depends on your own personality. But I love my red
geraniums nodding in the
breeze and across the
driveway are the azaleas in
pastel colors. Further on are
my pink roses, then a bed of
zinnias in an ivory tone.
But color is important. One
of the prettiest sights of the
summer was that of two
hanging baskets of deep pink
petunias against a white
house. Another place I saw a
border of red and white
massed against a rose brick.
It blended in beautifully.
Really, I think it is hard to
make flowers clash. They are

Fatigue is the body trying
to tell us something. We rob
ourselves of much of the joy of
living by ignoring or covering
with stimulants the body's
warning that it needs rest.
If the fatigue is physical
from tired muscles, a good
night's sleep will renew the
body's store of energy. A
midday nap will send us back
to the job with renewed
energy. Even a change of
activity which uses different
muscles helps to remove the
tired feeling.
Emotional fatigue from a
tired mind is harder to cope
with. Going to bed will not
solve the problem if tensions,
problems, or frustrations are
keeping muscles taut and the
mind wakeful.
This kind of fatigue is cured
by exercise. Instead of collapsing in front of a TV set to
absorb more problems and
emotions, take a brisk walk or
a swim. You may be surprised
to discover how quickly enjoyable exercise will banish
that tired feeling.
Instead of trying to fight off
fatigue throughout the day
with coffee, tea, cola drinks,
cigarettes, chocolate, chewing
gum, cocktails or stimulating
drugs, start the day with a
well-balanced, low -sugar
breakfast, to give your body
the fuel it needs for the day's
-work-. If you areret-hartgry
the morning, skip the afterdinner snacks so your stomach can rest during the night
and be ready to start the day
right.
Excessive fatigue is a warning signal of many different
diseases—most frequently the
common cold. A warm bath
and early to bed for 12 hours
of sleep has prevented many a
cold from developing.
"Fatigue, your body's best
friend, can become a mortal
enemy if you do not observe
its warning signals," points
out .1. DeWitt Fox, M.D.,
writing in "These Times," of
August, 1973.
"Going around half dead
with tiredness is a good way
to go to the cemetery all dead
before long. It's a lot more fun
to live if we will but take the
time to live fully and happily.
So smile a little. Take time for
frolic each day, and your tired
feeling will disappear."

Screens Versatile
Handsome screens of western wood can be erected to provide privacy from neighbors as
well as divide a yard into more
usable areas

New Officers And Members, DECA Chapter, Installed At Meet
The Murray Area Vocational
Education Center DECA
Chapter had its initiation and
installation of new officers and
members for the 1975-1976
school year in the Related
Room of the Murray Vocational
Center on Thursday October 23.
The candlelight ceremony
was opened by Donna Tabers,
DECA
Murray
1974-1975
President. All guests were
as the new Webelos recognised and welcomed.
The new DECA Officers were
He presented Bobcat
to the following new given the pledge of membership
and were then installed as ofWOWS:
Den 2—Ross Bolen, John ficers, who are: Marc Hays,
Kelso, Kevin Mitchel? Brad -'president; Donna Tabers, vice
Newsome, John Mark Potts, president; Diana Sliger,Quentin Prescott, and Steve treasurer; Francle Elkins,
secretary; Bobbie Smith,
Wells_
Choate,
Den 4—Mikal Grimes, John reporter; Diane
Hassell, Robert Hopkins, Eric historian; and Chuck HigginHutson, Tim Lackey, Scott botham, parliamentarian.
The Installing Team for the
Meade, Ty Prince, Steve
Robinson, and Jeff Schroeder. new officers was composed of
Den 6—Tony Beal, Matthew Donna Tabers; Marc Hays,
Boardman, Jimmy Davidson. Calvin Gibson, Alumni; Rise

David Robinson is congratulated by his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Ronald Robinson, for earning the Arrow of Light award.
The presentation was made at the Cub Scout Pack 37
meeting at Robertson School

Cub Scout Pack 37 held its
first meeting of the 1975-76
school year at Robertson School
on Thursday, October 23. The
highlights of the evening were
the awarding of Cub Scouting's
highest honor and
the
welcoming of twenty-three new
cubs to the pack.
Cubmaster Ron Mitchell
enthe
over
presided
tertainment and awards
program.
Dens 1 and 3 entertained the
youngsters and their parents
with their pantamime version of
rock groups complete with long
hair and sugnlasses.
Continuing scouts who had
earned achievements since the
last pack meeting were:
Den 1—Trevor Mathis 3 silver
arrows; Den 3—Greg-Rogers 1
silver arrow;
Webelos David Robinson
,Otizenship award, who was
presented Cub Scouting's most
coveted award, the Arrow of
Light.
Mitchell introduced Tommy
Matthew Ferguson, Brad
Kenyon, Jeffrey Kenyon, and
Robert Lyons.
Cubmaster Mitchell announced that the nest leaders
meeting will be held on Wednesday, November 12, at 7:30 p.
m. and the November pack
Thursday,
on
meeting
November 20, at 7 p. m. at
Robertson School.
Boys who are interested in
joining the Cub Scout program
should contact Cubmaster Ron
Mitchell at 753-6996.

If your family loves
German potato salad, they'll
love it even more when you
add chunks of your,favorite
frankfurters next time you
serve it. The franks add protein and other meat nutrients
as well as a hearty sausage
flavor. If you use them with
potato salad in cans or, iars.
you'll have a fast bogy-day
casserole.

Lowe, Chuck Higginbotham, James, Verenda Mathis, Diana Shelton, Leva Snyder, Cheryl
Gale Ahart and Dean Lam- Sliger, Janet Smith, Larry Sexton, Kathy Treas, and
Sutter, Shelia Walker, Sharon Teresa Turley.
The guest speaker, Roderick
Following the Officers' InReed, was introduced by Chuck
stallation, the Installing Team
new
Higginbotham. The
led by Donna Tabers gave an
members, new officers, and
interpretation of the DECA
guests were urged to take an
Creed.
active role in the Murray DECA
The new DECA members
Chapter by Reed, National
were initiated by the DECA
Alumni DECA SecretaryOfficers. They are as follows:
Donna Boggess, Mary Bonner,
Cindy
Brandon,
Jennie
Burkeen, Teresa Carraway,
Diane Choate, Vicki Eldridge,
Pain Harrell, Sonia Hendon,
Felicia Housrien, Minda Hurt,
Tim Hutson, Shelia Moore,
BURKEEN BOY
Tonia McCallon, Randy McCory Dale is the name chosen
Millin, Cindy Outland, Ann
by Mr. and Mrs. Dennis
Parker, Sondra Pogue, Cindy
Franklin Burkeen of Hardin
Rudolph, Kathy Scott, Joni
Route One for their baby boy,
Shelton, Richela Towery, Laura
weighing five pounds 84
Tremblay, Jerrilyn White, Lois
ounces, measuring 1114s inches,
Wilkins, Francie Elkins, Jan
born on Thursday, October 31,
Roderick Reed
Garrison, Bobbie Smith, Sonia
at 9:30 a. m. at the Murray—Guest Speaker
Wooten, Teresa Cavitt, Georgia
Calloway County Hospital.
Elkins, Donna Hughes, Lagenia Buchanan, Debbie Cherry,
The new father is employed at
Mary Conner, Pam Dick, Carl Fisher Price
Toys.
Peggy
Doran, Leese Gordon,
are Mr. and
Grandparents
Potts, Cindy Rogers, Janice
Mrs. Edison Franklin Burkeen
of Hardin Route One and Mr.
Shallow rectangular baskets and Mrs. Billy Joe Williams of
are fine to use as holders for Murray Route Five. Great
rectangular oven-glass baking grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
dishes when you bring these to - Rule
Burkeen, Sr., of Dexter
the table. If you have some of
Route
One, Mr. and Mrs. Hanle
these baskets, don't forget to
rinse them in cold water once Johnson of Benton Route Five,
and
Mrs.
Mason
in a while to keep them supple. Mr.
Dry them thoroughly before Smotherrnan of Murray Route
you put them away in a place Five, and Mr. and Mrs. Joe
that is not airtight.
Walker of Murray Route Five.

Americans
trust us
with their
best!!!
Newly elected and installed officers of the Murray Area ‘ocational Education Center DECA
Chapter are, left to right, Diane Choate, historian, 'woe Elkins, secretary, Diana Sliger,
treasurer, Marc Hays, preisdent, Donna Tabers, vi( e president, Chuck Higginbotham,
parliamentarian,and Bobbie Smith, reporter.

So we do our
Wu
best
Koop Amoricans
Soautilul

Treasurer.
After the ceremony, members and their guests were
invited to attend an open house
of the Distributive Education
Department where refreshments were served.
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And, wait 'til you put them On (Beautiful).
With Sanitone your clothes feel good,
comfortable, and free (spot tree, wrinkle
free, need free— because we do the
little repairs, 100, before they become
big repairs)
Isn't it time your clothes look and feel
like new. Join the Americans who trust
Sanitone with
their best and
then come back
with their whole
wardrobeSanitone
because We
Keep
Americags
Beautiful (and
yOu shouldn't
settle for less):

Goebel Original
M.I. Hummels
Now
At
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New members of the Murray Area Vocational Education(
the special initiation and installation of new officers and mem

OKA Chapter are shown at
rs for the 1975-76 school year.
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Our Sanitone Drycleaning Boats out all
makes your
the dirt
whites — Simply DAZZLING ,
Your colors PAZZAZING,

This Is Our Last Shipment
Christmas

TORO..

The Calloway County Beta Club sponsored a program of entertainment for residents at fern
Terrace Lodge with Vicki Weatherford playing a piano solo. Cheers, acrobatics, and sideline
routines were by the Calloway Cheerleaders present—Kathie Broach, Sheila Darnell, LaDon
Graham, Kim Kemp, Linda McCuiston, Teri Morris, Peggy Rogers, and Renee Tobey. After the
program the Betas visited with the residents.
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Letters To The Editor

Oil For
Grain

Sensing The Aews

TV Interference Alleged

By ANTHONY HARRIGAN

Dear Editor:
hear them too.
You would think people would have some
Unless these thoughtless individuals
United States Industrial Council
consideration for their neighbors! In take steps soon to stop this interference,
recent weeks, someone has installed a install filters, shields, whatever, we are
The prospect of obtaining available, providing they can
TODAY'S TOPIC: LAND NATIONALIZATION
citizen's band radio in the vicinity of the going to have to ask the FCC to locate
HARRIGAN
petroleum from Soviet Russia as work out a side arrangement for
BelAir Shopping Center, which cuts in on these transmitters and have them
LONDON, ENGLAND—Government noted that this land nationalization bill has programs on my
a parallel to selling that country the United States to furnish finanTV and radio at all times removed.
controls on land use were instituted by the -fewer protections built in than any of the day.
"Guitar" and "Popeye" are
grain is an intriguing but still cing and technology to develop first
Yours truly,
post-war socialist government.
nationalization legislation."
two of the call signs I hear. My neighbors
Sandra K. Beirman
hypothetical deal. And it isn't as vast oil reserves underlying bit- Today, the socialists continue to un- earlier
British opponents of this legislation have
big as many people might think.
terly cold remote regions of dermine the rights of property owners. noted that the opportunities for corruption
Total U.S. grain exports during Western Siberia.
The immediate cause of concern here is are enormous. Unfortunately, the U. S.
the past decade have ranged from
The term "stabilized prices" of- the Community Land Bill which has public seems less aware of the liklihood of
a low of about 30 million metric ten is mentioned, but it obviously passed in the Commons but must still go payoffs in the land use control systems
before the House of Lords.
proposed in Congress in recent years.
tons to a high of around 70 million means various things to different
The essential purpose of the bill, acMany of the objections raised to the
metric tons per year. The U.S.- people. To politicians, it might cording to The Spectator, is "to compel Bro ish Community
Land Bill also apply to
Editor:
success, and this was made possible by
Russian traders are talking about mean the same price all the time. local authorities to acquire all develop- American legislation in this area. Laws of Dear
The South Marshall Elementary P. T.0. everyone who contributed.
a minimum of five million tons a To farmers, it may mean a ment land in the country on a ten-year this type are likely to hamper food wishes to thank
everyone who donated
Thank you,
production, as public authorities will have prizes to be
year and a maximum of eight strong market at high prices. To ahead basis."
used at the annual fall festival.
Betsy Hudson
Americans who have been concerned to take land out of agricultural use if they
million.
consumers, it may imply abun- about land use control legislation in their plan fur developmental uses over a 10-year The fall festival was a tremendous
Publicity chairman
Hardly any notice has been dance at very low prices. To country should consider this British period.
given to a recently completed speculators, it might mean no legislation. It shows how far land use
Land use control laws will increase
agreement whereby the United market at all as they profit from controllers are prepared to go in striving unemployment because of the delays
for what amounts to nationalization of imposed on industrialists who have plans
States agrees to make at least 14 price fluctuations.
land.
for productive use of properties. In
million metric tons of grain
The outcome will depend upon
Under the British bill, a businessznan Britain, as in America, this kind of land
available to Japan and Japan the good faith and integrity of the who wants to develop part of his land bill will damage the interests of churches,
agrees to buy at least that much in two countries, and upon the size of would be required first to sell the acreage colleges and often non-profit groups with
each of the next three years.
grain crops produced. The best he wishes to develop to a local government substantial holdings in land for future use.
The ultimate objection to the ComSince Russia picked up some deal in sight will not be likely to authority. Then he would be given an
opportunity to buy it back—often against munity Land Bill and similar proposals in
grain bargains in the United solve all of our oil and grain competition.
HEARl'LINE is a service for senior she might have (if any) and the payment
A more absurd and the U. S. is that they would make
States in 1972,the government has problems, and we should not hold outrageous system can hardly be bureaucratic
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to an- level the law has set.
socialism felt on every level
swer questions and solve problems — fast.
Heartline: I will be 65 on March 4, 1976. I
reacted to consumer complaints the penny of the Russian trade so imagined.
of society. Such legislation would affect
And what is development land? The every citizen with the ambition to own his If you have a question or a problem not am worried about drawing my Social
by trying various ways of close to our eyes that it looks like
definition of development land, under the house or lot in the country. It would in- answered in these columns, write Security benefits because I do not have
regulating grain exports, none of a dollar.
bill, is so wide that it can be read to include terfere with and impair his right to possess HEARTLINE, 8514 N. Main SI, Dayton, any legal proof of my birthday. What
which has helped much.
-Oklahoma City Daily Oklahoman almost any land the government wishes
Ohio 45415. Senior citizens will receive would you suggest as the best method to go
to property in however small quantities.
Emotional and political criticism
prompt replies. The most useful replies about obtaining this information? — G. N.
have treated as such. This bill also virHere,then, is an issue on which it should
has led consumers to believe they
Answer: It is Heartline's opinion that the
tually abolishes the right of appeal from a be possible to rally strong public support in will be printed in this column.
Heartline: I had worked at a job for best method for getting this proof of birth
bureaucratic decision to take a property as the two great Anglo-Saxon nations on
were victimized, while farmers
nearly 25 years until my doctor recently is to go through a division of the U. S.
development land. The Spectator has opposite sides of the Atlantic.
are convinced they are being vicordered me to quit because of a serious Department of Commerce called the
timized by present export emheart condition.
though my husband Personal Census Age Search.
• is still working,Even
bargoes.
can I receive monthly
This program provides a possible source
Social Security disability payments? — D. of proof of age or relationship of an inIt is estimated that farmers still
Federal Level
R.
dividual as shown in census records. These
hold about one-half of this year's
Answer: If you are found eligible for records may be the only recourse if the
U.S.
Walter "Dee" itspailleirtes
grain crop, after selling enough to 3327 Dirks,. liwildlog
disability payments on your own work birth was not registered and if generally
prepare for fall planting. When Illeogiarse, D. C. 20510
record, you will be able to receive monthly accepted proofs, such as affidavits from
prices go up, they sell more, and 11.5.5...
checks. The fact that your husband is the doctor or midwife who attended the
Wendel N. Ford(D)
working will have no effect on your birth, family bible records or baptismal
when the price drops,they shut off 4121 Diritsea
monthly payments. You should call, write certificates, are not available.
their marketings. Lately, prices Vilasiinglam,0.C. 10610
or visit any Social Security office imBy 1.pC. Van Curon
For a search of the census records, use
have been going down and prices 0.I.lop. Owirel Miliesrd. ht.(0)
mediately to apply for disability form BC-600, application for search of
have slipped as much as 18 cents a 423 Coma Seam Office aulidiag
By S. C. VAN CURON
wn into several small bills that can be payments.
census records, available from Personal
FRANKFORT — Some of the most easily understood by the legislators and
bushel in a day, largely due to un- Wahingtion, D. C. 20515
Heartline: What is the idea behind the Census Service Branch, Bureau of the
All U S Senators and Representatives
important legislation facing the 1976 the public.
way supplemental security income Census, Pittsburg, Kansas 66762.
certainty about the Russian trade.
may be ranched by telephone by dialing
General Assembly will be implementing
Too often these bills the size of mail- payments are figured? — M. H.
Heartline gives you helpful information
What about the oil we might get
202 224-3121 where a U S Capitol
the judicial amendment that restructures order catalogues are not read by the
Answer: The law sets an amount as a in the free leaflet, "Three Basic Types of
°wafer will connect you with the offrom Russia9 It might be less
the state's court system.
legislators and are not thoroughly un- level of income. The general idea of the Health Insurance." To obtain your copy,
ficial of your choice
than anticipated or hoped for, too.
The restructuring will be in two stages. derstood. They also provide too much supplemental security income monthly send a long, stamped, self-addressed
State Level
First, the new 14-member Court of Appeals margin for error and bad legislation that payment is to pay each person the dif- envelope to Heartline,
Based on current prices, 75 Sane Sea. lectaard lifsiesabarpor(D)
Box 4994, Des
is created in January, 1976 with its needs to be corrected the next session. ference between whatever income he or Moines, Iowa 50306.
million barrels of oil a year from State Capital Mi.
members to be appointed by the governor That is, if they pass.
Frunktert,(y.01441,
Russia would just about match in
from a list recommended by a citizens
This is important legislation that must
sr
dollars the sale of five million
Nests 7,Ilnyfield,*NW
committee named by the governor.
be studied carefully, debated and
metric tons of grain. In amount,
The amendment provides for the corrected if necessary before it passes.
this would be slightly more than 1100.Ow.Kama C.loss(II)
governor to appoint seven members to this
The four-tiered court system created by
Siete Capitol lisplag
November 10
is $1.25 per person.
committee, four non-lawyers, two at- the amendment moves the present Court
one per cent of U. S. oil con- ftwirlsrt, Ky.
A
First
District
Talent
Farm
Bureau
Phi Beta Lambda will meet in the
torneys
the
Justice
and
Chief
the
of
of
Appeals
to
Supreme
Court stature, and
sumption and three per cent of our
present Court of Appeals. This committee legislation must be passed defining the Contest will be held all day at University Faculty Lounge of the Business Building at
3sd 54.,10arrry, Ky.42471
oil imports.
School Auditorium.
6 p. m.
will nominate three candidates from each type of cases it will hear.
The Thoroughbred Club meeting will be
But Russia might buy more INN lop.%Mid Oapp(D)
Court of Appeals district.
November 13
The new 14-member Court of Appeals
grain, if the price is right and, —UllaCobol Mil
A Fixed Income Seminar for senior
They will serve by appointment until the must have law clerks and secretaries, and held in the Student Union Ballroom, from 6
Pludifset,4.40001
citizens will be held in Room 206, of
1976 election when they must stand for re- space to operate. This is one thing that a to '8:30 p. m.
perhapajtfavorable credit terms
November 10-12
Stewart
election
full
year
for
eight
term.
a
Stadium, from 1-4:30 p. m.
haven't
people
lot
of
thought
about.
The
P.O.
kill,Mop,4.PM
are available. Russia also has hinA Workshop, focused
on the
The district judge section of the new Supreme Court now occupies the
MSU Brass Choir, under the direction of
ted that more oil might be
in
the Professor David Elliott, will be held at 8:15
amendment does not become effective second floor of the Capitol, and there just psychological evaluation
until January 1978, when the terms of isn't room there for 14 more judges and the rehabilitation process, will be held in room p. m., in the Recital Hall of the Fine Arts
206, of Stewart Stadium. The workshop will Annex.
present county judges, police judges and required supporting staff.
magistrates expire. One district judge will
November 14
One of the things the General Assembly begin with a coffee at 9 a. m.
November 11
be elected in 1977 for each circuit judge should consider, and the governor should
Sigma Pi Epsilon Dance Telethon is
A conference for supervising teachers is scheduled from 8 to midnight in the
district. These new judges will try all put into his budget, is construction of a new
The Murray Ledger S Times is published
carriers. 52 25 per month, payable in ad,
scheduled
,or,ce
at 4:30 p. m., in room ?AO, Student Union Ballroom.
cases
go
that
before
three
now
the
inferior
building
in
Court
Frankfort to house the
every afternoon except Sundays July 4 ChristBy moil in Collovvoy County and to Benton Nor Special
Education
Building.
A
courts.
November 15
higher
courts
and
their
two
staffs.
mas Day. New Year s Day and Thanksgiving by
din. Mayfield Sedalia and Farmington Ky and
smorgasbord
dinner
served
will
be
at
6
p.
legislation
will
be
required
Much
Junior Academy of Science will be held
to
set
legislature
could
Murray Newspapers fnc
well
The
use
all
of
the
103 N 4th St
Paris. Buchanan and Puryipar, Tenn . S 2 50 per
Murray. Ky 42071
the salaries, define the duties and second floor Capitol space for offices and m., in the Student Union Ballroom. This in the Blackburn Science Building, room
year By mod to other destinations. 527 50 per
Second Closs Postage Paid at Murray. Ky
year
jurisdiction of the court system branches, staff members who now fill the already will be a joint meeting with International 320, from 8 a. m. to 12 noon.
42071
Reading Association, and Dr. Al
Member of Assoctoted Press Kentucky Press
U. S. Civil Service Examination will be
and to establish the number of emplo!,es overcrowded Capitol.
Association
and
Southern
Newspope,
required.
was thought when the new 28-story Granowsky, author of children's reading given in the Student Union Building from 8
It
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In °revs served by
Publishers Association
This is just too much to be encompassed office building was started in Capital books, will be the guest speaker.
a. m. to 3 p. m.
A senior recital, presented by Jack
MSU Speech and Theatre Department
in an omnibus bill. It should be broken Plaza here that it would answer the needs
of the state for office space for many years Crook, clarinet, Greenville, will be held at will sponsor "Flannery O'Conner:
to come. Today, the state is leasing more 8:15 p. m.,in the Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Selected Short Stories," at 1:30 and 8 p. m.
on the 2rid floor of the UCM Building.
office and storage space in Frankfort than Arts Center.
November 12
Admission is free.
ever before.
A Bankers Seminar is scheduled from 10
November 16
There has been some discussion here
Murray Civic Music Association will
among newsmen that some of the present a. m. to 3 p. m. in the conference room of
present "Dubrovnik Festival Orchestra"
circuit judges might be candidates for the Ordway Hall.
UCM Colloquium on Religious Studies in at 3 p. m. in Lovett Auditorium. Adnewly-created Court of Appeals.
However, they were just elected to full Public Higher Education is scheduled to mittance by Civic Music Membership card
begin with the usual luncheon at 12:30. Dr. or MSU student identification card.
eight-year terms, and the appointment
Terry
Foreman, will present the program,
BLASINGAMIMurray Magic Theatre will present two
may not be inviting to them since they
By F.J.L. Blassingame. M D
would have to run next fall for a full eight- and will have a question-answer period documentaries "Nanook of the North" and
from 1:30 to 2:45 p. m. Cost of the luncheon "The War Game" at 7:30 p.
m in the
year term on the Court of Appeals, for
University School Auditorium. Admission
Constitution,
appointment,
under
the
their
With much attention being Lances into the preteens.
abortion. Cases come from and fat content, as well as
is free.
only to the next general election.
focused on the rise in the mnnAccording to one authority, broken and stable homes, and minerals and vitamins Persons lasts
judges
district
elected
will
be
to
The
ber of abortions. the increase in many of the youngsters are not the ghetto has no monopoly.
who require special diets can
year terms in 1977, taking office in
illegitimate births has almost promiscuous. Instead, most of
A. Carman was presented a certificate
The percentage of repeaters avoid sodium, fats or sugar, de- eight
been overlooked. even though them have gone with only one who have one or more additional pending on their particular January 197E.
for fifteen years of service as a member of
the rise has been greater.
tio.„ Often, the girls are pregnancies is dropping, ap- needs. A patient who is anemic The only office at present that the the Calloway County Board of the SelecToo much of our talk has been surprised' to learn that they are parently as a result of education can search for foods containing amendement eliminates is that of police tive Service System Local Board No. 10,
The home and contents of Orval Evans
about sex and not enough about pregnant and have failed to about prevention of pregnancy
iron. Another advantage LS that judge. Magistrates and county judges will according to Mrs. Gussie Adams, chief at 504 North Third Street, Murray, burned
pregnancy.
last night.
relate the sex act with their
Prevention of illegitimate cheating or misrepresenting remain as members of fiscal courts to clerk.
Evidence points to the fact pregnancy
Reelection of Verne 0. Kyle, general
births requires greater attention what the package contains is conduct the business affairs of the county.
The Kentucky Jersey Cattle Club voted
that our free discussion of sex
lessened because of the penalty PasSlige of this amendment is one of the at its meeting in grirrocisburg to honor a manager of the Murray Manufacturing
Young girls seldom seek the
has failed to adequately educate advice of a physician or other
most forward steps Kentuckians have long time member and former state Company, to the Board of directors of
Q Mrs. FE asks for comment of federal law
the sexually active person about knowledgeable person about on advantages to shoppers of the
made in recent years.
president by naming in his honor an award Associated Industries of Kentucky for the
contraceptives and the contraceptives The Pill is Food and Drug Administration
Q Mr A M expresses concern
to be called the "G. B. Scott Production fourth time was announced in Louisville.
possibility that pregnancy may usually not available to this (FDA) requirements for labeling that his son wears an „earring
Mrs. Sennie Boyd,age 81, died yesterday
Club Award."
follow the sex act. The wide use group, as may be true of older containers for the nutritional "like a girl- and wanders if that
Frank Conner of Hardin Route One died at the Murray Rest Home.
of the Pill and other preventa- teen-agers or young women
content of foods for sale to the indicates that he ma\ h;n.
And I say unto you, Ask, and it yesterday at the Murray-Calloway
The sales record of Wayne Flora, local
County
tives have not lessened the probPregnancy in the very young pudic.
homosexual tendencies
shall be given you; seek and ye Hospital.
fieldman of the Commonwealth Life Inlem of illegitimate births yule. is a shock for the girl and her
Chief of Police Burman Parker reminds suranee Company, has qualified him to
A. Wearing an earring LS ont‘ shall find; knock, and it shall be
the birth rate is dropping. it- family. The young mother may A: Admittedly,the information
motorists
to besautions atthe intersection attend wjth Mrs. Rota the company's
opened
unto
you.
being
Luke
ptylish perhaps a return
legitirrtacr1s-ri20ng-0-•
t-e4erate--4he -pregn-a44cy may-be teen technical for many
of North 12th and Chestnut StreeLs'which is coniention at New 'Orleans, La.,
Persistency in praying will o
The average age of the girLs "physically. but the expenence shoppers to understand But the to the custom practiced years
November 13-17.
having illegitimate pregnancies may bring psychological trauma alert shopper can be assured of ago when men wore earrings many doors -- even those closed now a four way stop.
Births reported include a boy, Carl
In basketball the College High Colts beat
and births is increasingly from the delivery of an "un- the amount and calorie value This stylish practice has nor-eta by neglect for many years How
Henry, Tenn., and the Calloway County Wayne, to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Mack Hosford
younger dropping in many ins- wanted child or from haying an and the protein. carbohydrate tionship to homisceetiality
often do you pray'
on November 6.
High 1.akerbeat Farmington.
Executive Vice President
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Let's Stay Well

Rise In Illegitimate Births
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Oklahoma Stunned 23-3
By Unheralded Kansas

1976. I
Social
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to go
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unbeaten San third-period touchdown trek as was smooth sailing thereafter
By HF.RSCHEL N1SSENSON and previously
Diego 31-24 behind Bruce Hill's No. 14 Colorado beat Oklahoma as Archie Griffin rushed for 127
AP Sports Writer
yards to pass the 5,000-yard
three
touchdown passes and State 17-7.
The king is dead, long live
and Pete Johnson scored
mark
starthis
won
Franklin
Janne
20
No.
the king ... if anyone knows West Virginia downed
ing job back with touchdown his 20th and 21st touchdowns, a
drilled
McKenzie
Bill
when
Pitt
who it Ls.
a 38-yard field goal on the final runs of 29 and 44 yards - he Big Ten record.
Second-ranked Oklahoma, the
Nebraska got an early eightalso caught an eight-yard pass
Play.
defending national college footfor the winning score with 1:38 yard touchdown pass from
Alafifth-ranked
Elsewhere,
ball champion, relinquished its
left - as No. 16 Maryland Vince Ferragamu to Tony
claim to re-election when bama turned back stubborn
Louisiana State 23-10 with the nipped Cincinnati 21-19. Miami Davis and let its defense keep
streaks of 28 consecutive vicBerrey's three of Ohio, the No. 17 team, Kansas Stale subdued the rest
tories and 37 games without a help of Bucky
goals; No. 6 clinched its third straight Mid- of the way.
field
second-half
loss came to an end Saturday,
But Oklahoma, which had
American Conference title by
a stunning 23-3 upset victim at Michigan blanked Purdue 28-0
routing Western Michigan 44-21 flirted with disaster several
twice
tallied
Bell
Gordon
as
the hands of unsung Kansas.
caught five as Sherman Smith, a running times this season, finally got its
That left Ohio State, Nebras- and Jim Smith
quarterback, gained 176 yards comeuppance thanks to four
ka and Texas A&M with solid passes for 184 yards, including
lost fumbles, four interceptions,
a record 83-yard touchdown and scored four times.
unbeaten-and-untied creden tials
blocked punt that set up Kana
to succeed the Sooners - un- bomb; Earl Campbell and Mar- C.sllifornia, No. 18, maintained sas' first touchdown and a
ty Akins combined for 235 rushless, of course, someone knocks
its half-game Pacific-8 Confer- blocked field goal.
them off, a distinct possibility ing yards as No. 7 Texas ence lead over UCLA and StanIt was the Sooners' first loss
in this fairy-tale season which trimmed Baylor 38-21 and 10th- ford by edging Washington 27- since the fifth game of the 1972
21-7
a
built
State
taxed the imagination via a rated Arizona
24 as Joe Roth passed for 380 season, the first time in 99
wild and woolly weekend that lead over Wyoming on Freddie yards and four touchdowns. games since 1966 they were
two
and
174
Williams'
yards
left no less than six members
However, since all three have held to less than seven points
of the Top Twenty licking their touchdowns and then had to one loss, UCLA is in the driv- and the first setback for Barry
stymie a two-point conversion
Rose Bowl Switzer in his three years as
wounds.
period to nip er's seat for the
Top-ranked Ohio State run in the final
Bruins have head coach.
the
since
berth
the Cowboys 21-20.
swamped- Illinois 40-3, thirdbeaten Cal and Stanford. In the
"It ain't much fun," Switzer
ranked
SecKanthe
Nebraska
blanked
involving
games
In
of a tie, the head-to-head Amitted. "I'd like to conevent
Mike
and
THE UPSET - Halfback Laverne Smith of Kansas, who scored two second-half touchdown's, is stopped by %dewy Brown (21)
sas State 12-0 and No. 4 Texas ond Ten, No. 12 Notre Dame victor wins out.
gratulate Bud Moore and his
Phillips (89) of Oklahoma. Cornhusker Dennis Dakar' watches from ground. Kansas upset heralded Oklahoma, 23-3.
A&M rolled over Southern limited Georgia Tech's highFinally, No. 19 Missouri whip- team on a great victory. It was
(AP lliflmikets)
Methodist 36-3.
powered Wishbone to 143 yards ped Iowa State 44-14 led by a case of a good team beating
But North Carolina State and whipped the Yellow Jack- Steve Pisarkiewicz' two touch- another good team on its misshocked eighth-ranked Penn ets 24-3 as freshman Jerome down passes and Tony Gal- takes. I knew we'd lose sooner
State 15-14 on Jay Sherrill's Heavens rumbled for 148 yards breath's two scoring runs.
or later and I knew we'd have
fourth-period 24-yard field goal, and two scores; Terry Kunz
Ohio State actually trailed Il- to help whoever beat us. We
Stanford shaded No. 9 Southern ran for 17 of his 119 yards on a linois 3-0 after one period but it sure won the mistake race."
California 13-10 on Mike Lang
ford's 37-yard boot with five
seconds left, Georgia upended
No. 11 Florida 10-7 on a tricky
80-yard bomb from tight end
Kansas City plays at Dallas telsen's one-yard punge, cap- rushing for the Redskins and Richard Appleby to Gene WashBy HAL BOCK
ington with 3:12 to play, No. 15
completing the NFL's ping an 80-yard drive.
tonight,
Writer
helped set up TD bursts of one
AP Sports
Arizona outlasted 13th-ranked
eighth
play.
of
week
"Football should be fun," exSteve Spurrier, making his yard by Larry Brown and two
Vikings 38, Falcons 0
dethat
Brunet
Bob
by
yards
plained Minnesota safety Paul
first start of the season, hurled
Besides Krause's two inter- three TD passes for the 49ers.
cided the game.
Krause, who had an enjoyable
Dolphins 27, Jets 7
time in a drenching rain, inter- ceptions, the Vikings forced six
Steelers 24, Oilers 17
Miami burst out of a 7-7 tie,
cepting two passes as the un- other Atlanta turnovers. Chuck
Terry Bradshaw threw three
beaten Vikings ran their Na- Foreman scored three TDs for scoring passes, leading Pitts- scoring two touchdowns inside
tional Football League winning Minnesota.
burgh past Houston. Brad- of one minute in the third peri"Sure, it was wet and cold," shaw's third scoring pitch was od to defeat the New York Jets.
streak to eight games Sunday
Norm Bulaich scored on a 59with a 38-0 drubbing of Atlanta. said Krause, "but it was fun. a 21-yarder to John Stallworth
But the things that happened Football should be fun. That's that won it for the Steelers with yard pass play from Bob
The Murray State women's
to Buffalo, Los Angeles and what the game is all about."
Griese and then Freddie Solo- cross country team finished
only 38 seconds to play.
Cardinals 24, Eagles 23
mon returned a punt 50 yards second in a triangular meet
Philadelphia were anything but
Bengali 17, Broncos 16
Bakken's last-play field goal
funny.
Cincinnati barely hung on to for another score as the Dol- Saturday at Bowling Green.
Three touchdowns by O.J. lifted the 35-year-old Cardinal its share of the AFC Central phins opened a two-game lead
Powerful Ohio State finished
first with 31 points while
Simpson staked Buffalo to a 21- kicker into fourth place among lead, edging Denver on Boobie over Buffalo in the AFC East.
Raiders 48, Saints 10
Murray was second with 40 and
0 lead against Baltimore, hut all-time NFL scorers with 1,132 Clark's one-yard TD following a
Clarence Davis scored two 'host Western Kentucky third
the Colts came back for a 42-35 points.
razzle-dazzle play that ate up
The loss was the fifth straight 33 yards.
TDs and Ken Stabler connected with U.
victory over the Bills.
Philadelphia led all the way for the luckless Eagles, who
last year, Ohio State had two
Ken Anderson hit Chip Mey- on a pair of long scoring pitchagainst St. Louis, only to lose lost to Dallas on Toni Fritsch's ers for eight yards and then es to Morris Bradshaw as Oak- All-Americans.
The first Racer to cross was
24-23 on Jim Bakken's 30-yard last-play field goal two weeks Meyers lateralled to Isaac Cur- land beat New Orleans. Stabler
field goal on the fund play of ago.
tis for 25 more, setting up completed 18 of 23 passes for Camille Baker who finished
"There's not mach to say," Clark's TD that put Cincinnati 232 yards including touchdowns fifth and turned the 2.5-mile
the game. It was the second
of 36 and 48 yards to Bradshaw course in 17:03. Carol Schafer
time in the last three weeks the said Coach Mike McCormack. in front to stay.
Lions 21, Browns 10
was sixth in 17:07, Kathy
Eagles have bowed on the "It's frustrating, it takes the
Redskins 21, Giants 13
guts out of you."
Detroit tagged winless Cleve- Schafer eighth in 17:28, Glenda
game's last play.
Ex-Giant Randy Johnson,
Colts 42, BM' 35
And Los Angeles, coasting
replacing injured Billy Kilmer, land with its eighth consecutive Calabro ninth in 17:33 and
three
scored
Mitchell
Lydell
victories
straight
six
along with
directed a pair of fourth-quar- loss and won its second straight Sandy Sims 12th in 18:04 to
and comfortably in front in the 'Ms and Bert Jones passed for ter TD drives as Washington game with third-string quarter- round out Murray's top five.
The winning time in the meet
NFC West Division, suffered a two scores and ran for another overtook the New York Giants. back Joe Reed at the controls
Reed completed 10 of 17 was 15:15.
startling 24-23 setback at the as Baltimore bounced back Mike Thomas gained 125 yards
against Buffalo.
passes for 133 yards including a
Other Murray places were
hands of lowly San Francisco.
Two of Mitchell's scores
62-yarder to Ray Jarvis that set, Ann Moore in 16th with an 18:35,
Elsewhere, Pittsburgh
up the first lion TD and a 21- Martha Luckett in 16th with a
knocked Houston out of a tie came in the fourth quarter and
in
run
19-yard
his
added
Jones
yarder to Jarvis that produced 20:01 and Gabriel Black in 17th
beatlead,
for the AFC Central
the second score.
with a 20:45.
ing the Oilers 24-17. Cincinnati the period, keying the comeBears 27, Packers 14
The Racer women will be
remained tied for the division back.
Simpson gained 123 yards in
Chicago won the 112th renew- running in the National
lead with the Steelers, nipping
By The Associated Press
al of the NFL's oldest rivalry Championships this Saturday in
NHL
Denver 17-16. Washington hung the game, pushing his eightGetting married brings a number of
Wales Conference
as Craig Clemons returned a Ames, Ia. The meet will be
onto its share of the NFC East game total to 1,128.
new obligations. An important one is
Norris Division
49ers 24, Rams 23
Green Bay interception 76 hosted by Iowa State, which is
lead, beating the New York GiW L T Pts GF
providing your family with quality
11 4 1 23 51
yards for a TD - the first the one of the best cross country
Los Angeles also was victi- L Angeles
ants 21-13.
2
3
10
68
22
Montreal
San
goal,
in
way
that
Bears have scored
teams in the nation.
prepaid health care protection.
In other games, it was De- mized by a late field
Pitts
6 6 1 13 56
Mike-Mayer
Steve
Francisco's
years.
six
10
9
3
10
Detroit
3
Oakland
10;
troit 21, Cleveland
12 1
5 48
Washn
That's where Blue Cross and Blue
GOLF
Patriots 33, Chargers 19
48, New Orleans 10; Chicago 27, booting a 54-yarder with just 38
Adams Division
Calif.
VIEJO,
MISSION
San
play.
stretched
to
left
England
New
seconds
Shield of Kentucky can help, with a
New
27,
Miami
14;
1
Bay
2
11
70
23
Green
Buffalo
7 4 3 17 45
Diego's losing streak to eight Laura Baugh beat Doug SandLA had gone ahead with just Toronto
York Jets 7, and New England
choice of plans that cover you and your
6 6 2 14 45
Boston
games with quarterback Steve ers by three strokes in a nine90 seconds to go on Jim Ber- Califm
33, San Diego 19.
4 10 2 10 44
all unmarried
family-including
Grogan passing for 214 yards hole match at the Mission Viejo
Campbell Conference
to age 19.
birth
from
Patrick Division
children
Country
Club.
and Bobby Howard returning
10 2 4 2/ 77
Philohia
MaJapan
YOKOHAMA,
d
for
yards
44
an
interception
63
20
4
2
8
NY Island
If you already have a Blue Cross and
sahi Kusakabe carded a two-un5 8 1 11 3.4
A•lanta
TD.
5 9 1 11 41
NY Rangrs
der
Blue Shield individual plan, don't
-par 70 to take a two-stroke
There were a record-tyinc
Smythe Division
Danny
American
over
game
victory
the
4
9
in
3 21 52
eight field goals
Chicago
forget to change it over to a family plan
5 6 4 14 .48
S• Louis
Smith f Edwards and two other JapaJohn
four
by
apiece
when you marry.
4 8 3 11 43
Vancvr
the Patriots and Ray Wersch- nese golfers in a 6100,000 chari4 7 2 10 24
C
ty
tournament.
golf
3 10 0 6 32
Minsota
ing of San Diego.
If you're your own boss, or work where"
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there are less than 10 employees,
there are nongroup plans available.
Return the coupon below for information on Blue Cross and Blue Shield
prepaid health care plans, single
or family.

Sunday's Results

35c folded

I

Saturday's Results

Los Angeles 3, New York
Rangers 1
New York Islanders 4, Phila
delphia 3
Montreal 5, Detroit 0
Vancouver 4, Boston 2
Chicago 7, Pittsburgh 5
Toronto 3, St Louis 3, tie

mim Nom NA

Philadelphia 6, Pittsburgh A
Detroit 6, Atlanta 3
Buffalo 5, Montreal 1
St Louis 5, Washington 3
Chicago 3, Minnesota 0
Boston 6, California 3

Monday's Games
No games scheduled
WHA
W L T Pts GF GA
Canadian Division
Quebec
11 5 0 22 65 51
Winnipeg
9 3 0 18 51 22
7 7 2 16 62 fit
Edmonton
6 6 1 13 11 10
Calgary
2 8 I
Toronto
5 39
East Division
Cinci
8 4 0 16 45 45
6 6 1 13 40 42
N England
4 5 1
9 3t, 31
Cleveland
Indasiolis
4 8 0 8 41 44

MON • TUES•WED

2-pc Chicken Dinner

West Division
Houston

7

4 0 14

41

3S

3 8 1
7 32
Saturday's Results
Quebec 3, Indianapolis 2
Minnesota 4, Toronto 3
Cincinnati 7, San Diego
Phoenix 3, New England 2

Sunday's Results
Quebec 7, Phoenix 3
Winnipeg S. Toronto 3
Edmonton 4, Cleveland 1
Houston 3, Denver 2
Cincinnati 4, NPW Fngland 2
Monday's Games
No games Si hPrik,iPd

• 2 pcs finger 1144K in good'chickson
• Fr•sh coleslaw Cr pototoeps II, butter roll
c,o0c

Tim* Only'

Complete and mail this coupon to Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Kentucky 3 101 Bardstown
information
Road, Louisville Kentucky 40205 Please send me without obligation nongroup
on health care benefits and eligibility requirements
MLT11095
(Check all items
that apply)
Age- El 18-24
0/0-64 L]65 oi' over
I am. OGetting married
OA college student

Address
City

-. -

Zip

Employed by(Company name)

OPresently a member of Blue Cross and Blue Shield interested in improving My
benefits My Certificate No.
0Interested in forming an EMployee Grout)(5 or more employees/
0Please send the bookbet'The Cost o!piealth Care...What's Deus;Dont.:
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Wave Of Upsets Mark
High School Weekend
By MIKE CLARK
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE Ky.(AP) — A
wave of upsets — including the
first defeats for previous unbeatens Ft. Thomas Highlands,
Owensboro and Shelby County
— rocked high school football
last weekend.
as surprising was
Per
Ashland's 43-0 bombing of rugged archrival Boyd County in
as one-sided a game as has
been played in Chill series.
"I've been keeping my mouth
REAGAN STRIKES—DavW Reiman (52) partially blocked a punt on this play late in tile game. Also in the shut all year," Ashland
Coach
cucture are Racer defensive players Matt Schappert (94), Roy Hackley (40) and Lorry Jasper (95).
Herb Conley said later. "Now
Draw)
Barry
Pilate
by
(Staff
I'm going to say it. We're the
best danged team in the TriState . . . we beat everybody."
The Tomcats, 11-0 and No. 1
in State AAAA, dominated
teams in the Kentucky-West
Virginia-Ohio areas surrounding Ashland, but now must
prove their prowess to teams m
other parts of Kentucky in the
upcoming playoffs.
Ashland completed its first
perfect season since 1942 as
Chuck Anderson passed for 175
yards and one score, ran for
another touchdown and set up
two others. Jay Shippey added
two touchdowns, one on an as.
yard punt return.
Campbell County supplied the
&Nicker of the season with a 2012 upset of Ft. Thomas Highlands, a !earn that had dominated he State AAA rankings
all season long. Shelby County,
MAKING THE SAVE—Center Tony Menendez recovers this Murray State fumble while Mark Lacy (75) ranked third, absorbed a 27-26
comes running just in case the ball should happen to take a tunny bounce.
loss at the hands of Jefferson
(Staff Pilots by Mika Ikandon) County's No. 4 team, DeSales.

Cowboys And Improving Chiefs
Play In Monday Night Contest
By DENNE H. FREEMAN
AP Sports Writer
DALLAS I AP) — The one
single weapon in the Kansas
City arsenal feared most by
Dallas Cowboy Coach Tom Landry is the good right instep of
sidewinder kicking specialist
J an SI enerud.
"You always start about ninezip against Kansas City because when you step out there
you figure Stenerud is going to
kick his three field goals before
it is over," said Landry.
Going into tonight's nationally-televised National Football
League game at Texas Stadium, Stenerud had hit 14 of 20

413
HAD ENOUGH
BICENTENNIAL?
Well, don't furl your flag until
you've put the whites of your
eyes on a book that's different:
"16: The World Turned Upside
Down."
Who said history has to be
dull?
The Associated Press, world's
largest news agency, has
produced a book that is a
gallery of rare illustrations. A
text that peeks behind the
scenes of 1776 month by month
to reveal how independence
really came about. A refreshing
book that finally separates
myth from reality. Where men
are men and not portraits on
iollar bills.Where the unsung at
Last get their due and rascals
their comeuppance.
A handsome volume of 300
pages, many in cplor. Enjoyable and educational. A
MUST for every home library,
for office, for school.
With this exciting volume, we
are offering a large, colorful
wall map of colonial America.
Truly an outstanding value—for
only $7.95 through this
newspaper Send for your copy
today
1
r_
'76
Murray(Ky. t Ledger & Times I
J.01666
I Box G-22, Teaneck, N.

I

Enclosed IS
-I Please send me
'copies of •76 at $7 95 each
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field goal attempts.
Cowboy kicker Toni Fritsch
has either been very good —
like his game-winner at the gun
against Philadelphia — or very
bad — like his duck-hooked 38yard fluff in overtime in a 30-24
loss to Washington.
Dallas, which is 5-2, needs
the victory to stay in a threeway tie with Washington and
St. Louis in the highly competitive National Conference
Eastern Division.
Kansas City is 3-4 and struggling for life in the AFC West.
Both teams came off hard
losses last week. Dallas fell to
Washington in overtime while
Kansas City lost 17-13 to Houston.
"Kansas City is a very much
improved football team," said
Landry. "They won three in a
row — including a big one over
Oakland — and then played
Houston about as close as you
can play anybody."
Landry his reminded the
Cowboys that any team with a
42-10 victory over Oakland
bears some respect.
Dallas features a wide-open

attack with quarterback Roger
Staubach operating out of the
spread formation on obvious
passing downs.
Kansas City's new Coach
Paul Wiggins has settled on
Mike Livingston as his quarterback with oldtimer Len Dawson
ready and willing on the bench.
The Chiefs have been riddled
by injuries. For example, since
training camp they are now
into their 15th left guard. There
are 11 free agents on the Kansas City club.
Dallas counters with its "Dirty Dozen" rookies—all unshaven lads who dearly love to hit
on the specialty teams. No. 1
draft choice Randy White
moved into the left end position
in place of Harvey Martin last
week when the latter suffered a
sprained ankle. Martin was expected to be ready for the 8
p.m. CST kickoff.
The Fighting Mini football
team has played Ohio State and
Michigan on successive Saturdays for the past three years
and will continue that format
until the 1979 season.

TENNIS
STOCKHOLM --- Adriano
"4 1114 upset Jimin-Y
Connors 4-6, 6-3, 7-5 te_capture
the $100,000 Stockholm Open
Tennis Tournament.

meant that Ridler's absence
definitely cost the 'Toppers first
place.
The top six teams in the meet
Saturday will all advance to the
National Championships which
will be held this week. Also, the
top 12 individuals who are not
on those six teams also go to the
Nationals.
Murray's Martyn Brewer was
the top Racer in the meet. He
finished in 34th place in a time
of 30:44. Brewer missed going to
the Nationals by only one
position.
Sophomore Brian Rutter was
running right along with Rose
and Finucane. After the first
four and one-half miles, Rutter
was running in sixth place,
easily within striking distance
of Rose.
But then Rutter developed
stomach cramps and he
dropped back to 52nd place and
finished second for Murray in a
time of 31:20.
Other
Murray
runners
rounding out the top five were
Ralph Cheek,65th in 31:39; Bob
Arnett, 67th in 31:50 and Clint
Strohmeier, 88th in 3238. Also
for Murray were Don Willcox in
96th with a 32:54 and Jimmy
Colon-An 111th with a 33t33.After Rose and Finucane
came Paul Bannon of Memphis
State in third with a 29:21 while
Dave Long of Western was

Tilghman, the No. 3 team in
State AAAA which dropped a 76 thriller to third-rated Mayfield of State AA, and No. 4
Glasgow of State AAA, a 12-6
victim of unranked Tompkinsville.
In other games involving
ranked teams:
—Jefferson County: Co-leaders St. Xavier and Bishop David each had narrow escapes.
St. X came from behind to tip
Atherton 14-10 while Bishop David posted its ninth shutout of
the season in a 6-0 win over
Manual. No. 3 Trinity blasted
Male 31-0 and No. 5 Jefferstown
dumped Fern Creek 20-6.
—State AAAA: No. 4 Lexington Tales Creek nipped Lexington Bryan Station 14-7 and No.
5 Bowling Green crushed Russellville 64-7.
—State AAA: No.5 Elizabethtown outlasted Elizabethtown
27-18.
—State AA: No. 2 Somerset
smashed Leslie County 66-0,
No. 4 Scott County buried Harrison County 26-0 and No. 5
Boyle County slipped by Danville 15-7. No. 1 Middlesboro
was idle.
—State A: No. 1 Harrodsburg
bombed Mercer County 44-0,
No. 2 Heath blasted Ballard
Memorial 41-6

Boone And Adams Named
To All-Conference Team

Pro Basketball
At A Glance
By The Associated Press
NBA
Eastern Conference
Atlantic Division
W L. Pct. GB
Phila
5 2 .714
Buffalo
5 2 .714
Boson
5 2 .714 —
New York
3 7 _300 3'2
Central Division
N Orleans
6 3 .667 —
Washington
4 2 .667 1
A larva
3 3 500 2
Hous•on
3 3 500 2
Cleveland
3 5 .375 3
Conference
Western
Midwest Division
Detroit
5 4 .667
Chicago
/
2
3 5 .375 11
Milwaukee
3 5 .375 1E2
K.C.
/
2
2 5 .286 11
Pacific Division
G.S•ate
5 2 714 —
L.A.
6 5 .545 1
Seattle
4 6 .400 2/
1
2
Portland
1
2
3 5 .375 2/
Phoenix
2 4 .333 2's
Saturday's Results
Buffalo 110, Phoenix 105
A•lanta 107, Seattle 94
Milwaukee 99, Washington 95,
2 OT
Boston 118, Detroit 104
Houston 116, Cleveland 112
Golden Sate 114, Los Angeles
106
Sunday's Results
Porland 114, New York 96
Seattle 111, New Orleans 97
Los Angeles 125, Kansas Citi!
112
Monday's Games
No games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Philaelphia a' Milwaukee-A•lan!a vs. Boston a' Hartford
Washingion a! Buffalo
Cleveland at Golden State
New York a! Phoenix
New Orleans at Portland -

Nick Rose Of Western
Wins Regional Crown
Nick Rose, the defending
national champion, was given a
run for his money Saturday at
Greenville, South Carolina, in
the Eastern Regional Cross
Country Championships.
Mark Finucane of East
Tennessee lost the battle but
won the war. Rose was timed in
29:10.2 over the six-mile course
while Finucane finished second
in 29:15.
But East Tennessee finished
one-point ahead
of the
Hilltoppers in the overall
standings.
Here are the results: Tennessee 53, East Tennessee 91,
Western Kentucky 92, Florida
116, William and Mary 144,
Maryland 149, Kentucky 161,
Duke 162, Auburn 165, Murray
State 280, Furman 333, Virginia
Tech 351, Florida State 367,
Appalachian State 372, Clemson
380, Georgia Tech 413 and
Baptist University 480.
Western again ran the race
without the,. services of Chris
Ridler, one of the top runners on
the squad. Western's fifth man
finished 56th, which simply

Franklin-Simplion,
meanwhile, took care of two major
projects in one defensive-minded game. In whipping Owensboro 6-3, the second-ranked
Wildcats not only, stopped
O'boro's 28-game winning
streak but also became the logical successor to Highlands as
the top-ranked team in State
AAA.
Campbell County overcame a
12-0 halftime deficit on two
touchdown passes from Jim
Schaefer to Dave Rath and a
70-yard scamper by Gary Menetry.
DeSales also came from 12
points back, finally gaining a
lie at 12 12 in the fourth period
and forcing an overtime. After
the teams swapped touchdowns
and two-point conversions in
the first extra period, Bobby
Barrow won it for DeSales with
his third touchdown of the
night. Allen Fleck's conversion
kick was the difference.
James Stanley bulled for 168
yards and the game's only
touchdown while a vicious
Franklin-Simpson defense continually frustrated Owensboro.
The losers marched to the
Wildcat 15-yard-line twice in
the second half but FranklinSimpson stiffened each time.
Other ranked teams that
tasted defeat included Paducah

1 1 114.1 H

Murray Iligh School has placed two of its football players
on the list for All-West Kentucky Conference honors.
Named to the All-WKC team for the Class AA division were
center Kenny Adams and linebacker Tony Boone. Both are
seniors and completed their high school careers Friday night
as the Tigers rolled over Todd County 42-22 to conclude a 5-5
campaign.
Boone was elected to the All-State second team last year.
In addition, he holds a school record of 23 tackles set last
season in a Tiger win at Hopkinsville.
Adams, who Tiger Coach John Hina calls "one of the very
best centers to ever play at Murray High," had a banner year
this season and was one of the best blockers on the squad.
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Eastern Kentucky Still
In Slump, Western Wins
By MIKE CLARK
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Eastern Kentucky continued an
amazing nosedive last Saturday, one which apparently has
taken the Colonels out of contention for an Ohio Valley Conference football title that was
theirs for the taking just tw(
weeks ago.
It's been all downhill for
Eastern since a pulsating 134
win over archrival Western
Kentucky two weeks ago. Tha'
win broke a first place logjam
and left the Colonels as the
only unbeaten team in the OVC.
But successive defeats — 11
Murray by 28-7 and last Saturday's 14-3 defeat to Tennessee
Tech — have all but eliminated
the Colonels from the title
chase.
Western, apparently dead at
one time, took over first place
with a 24-10 triumph over
Middle Tennessee. The Hilltoppers are 5-1 in league play
to Tennessee Tech's 4-1.
In other games involving
Kentucky colleges, Kentucky,
the 15th ranked small college,
was upset 26-0 by Livingstone,
N.C., Dayton hammered hapless Louisville 32-13, Murray
came from behind to nip Austin
Peay 14-10, Morehead broke a
six-game losing streak with a 73 win over East Tennessee,
Georgetown clubbed West Virginia State 43-14 and Kenyon
upset Centre 20-7.
Gary Perdue passed for a
touchdown and ran for one in
leading Tech to its upset over
the 7th ranked small college
power. The loss lowered Eastern's record to 6-2-1, 3-2-1 in the
OVC.
Sixth-ranked Western Kentucky used a crunching ground

game to devour Middle Tennessee. Jim Woods, Lawrence
Jefferson and Steve Larimore
each contributed touchdowns as
Western rolled up 283 yards
rushing to Middle Tennessee's
70.
Kentucky State was held
just 24 yards on the ground by
the nation's small college defensive leader and the Thorobreds fared no better in the
air in dropping to a 7-2 for the
year. James Jackson threw
four touchdown passes for Livingstone while his counterparts
hit only five of 21 and suffered
seven interceptions.
Phil Simms passed 67 yards
to Keith Merscher for the
fourth period touchdown that
lifted Morehead to its first victory since a 15-16 season-opening win over Marshall.
A true account of one of
the most incredible journeys
A TRUE STOPIY
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fourth in 29:34. Peter Davey of
Tennessee was fifth in 29:35
while Tony Staynings of
Western was sixth in 29:39.
Rounding out the top 10
finishers were Robin Blount of
Florida seventh in 29:41, Reggie
Addison of Tennessee eighth in
29:49, Steve Bolt of Alabama
ninth in 29:51 and Ken Holzwart
of Florida 10th in 29:59.
The season at Murray State is
now over and competition will
start in indoor track in late
January.

44

in American history.

GIVE AMR'
THAT'LL MAKE
PEOPLE TALK.
CondIesfick
"59 95 or $999 per month

T1
the

BIG PI
to stop t
Murray t
Ceiebrity
$5995 Of $999 per month

Accent
$4995 of $832 per month

Design Line phones
from South Central Bell
make beautifully different gifts.
For holidays. Weddings.
Anniversaries. New
homes. Or give yourself
a gift.
The Design Line phone
housing is owned by
the person you buy it
for. It comes with a sixmonth warranty. We
own, service and maintain the working parts
as always.
Tax and installation, if
applicaple, are not
• inoluded in th6 price'
Allow up to three weeks
for delivery.
A

ORDER A DESIGN UNE
PHONE FROM YOUR
SOUTH CENTRAL BELL
BUSINESS OFFICE.
YOU CAN ADD THE
COST TO YOUR TELEPHONE BILL PAY IN
ONE SUM OR IN SIX
MONTHLY PAYMENTS
NO INTEREST OR
CARRYING CHARGES.
•Troderrak of AT&T Co
"Trademark of AMencon Telecommunications Corporation
•"Trademark of USTFL
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Jones And Racers
Edge Austin Peay
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
It was Little League Football
)ay and Senior Citizens' Day
Saturday at Roy Stewart
Stadium. And for about 59
minutes, it looked about like the
Little Leaguers and senior,
citizens were wearing blue and
gold uniforms and playing for
Murray State.
There are two ways to look at
Murray's 14-10 come-frombehind win over Austin Peay.
First. Austin Peay was blown
out 49-0 by the same Eastern
Kentucky
team
Murray
defeated a week ago 26-7.
Second, Austin Peay won 17-13
two weeks ago over the same
Middle Tennessee club that
whipped Murray 17-5 earlier in
the year.
Austin Peay has had a history
THE FLYING RACER —Murray's Matt Schappert (94) has found a new way to ploy football. He just loses his gravity and then Nits aroused
of always playing Murray tough
the field making tackles. Carrying the ball for Austin Peay is quarterback Randy Christophel (11).
-football games. And for 59
(Stuff Pasts by MEM MIMI)
minutes Saturday, Austin Peay
outplayed the Racers. But it
was that one minute that made
the difference.
With less than two minutes
left in the game, Racer quarterback Mike Hobbie watched
as his third pass of the afternoon got picked off. And
again, it was all on the
shoulders of the Murray
defense.
By ALEX SACHARE
Association's TV season pre- 115-96 victory over the slump- pro from Chicago Loyola who_.
The shoulders stood strong.
AP Sports Writer
miere.
ing New York Knicks Sunday in wasthe first Player chosen In And after stopping 'Peay in
Bill Walton, the man who's
Martin, who's been starting the first of the weekly series of the NBA's 1972 draft, largely on three plays, the Racers got the
supposed to hold the key to at center for the Trail Blazers nationally televised NBA con- the strength of an impressive ball back. Bruce Walker
took
Portland's basketball fortunes, while Walton nurses a sprained tests.
collegiate outing against Wai'"'the kickoff on the Murray 23 and
sat on the bench and watched ankle, scored 18 points and
"With Bill hurt, I got a ton. But Martin had done little returned it 28 yards, being
while LaRue Martin stole the hauled down a career-high 22 chance to do something," said to distinguish himself since stopped one yard into Governor
show in the National Basketball rebounds to lead Portland to a Martin, a 6-foot-11, fourth-year then, averaging just 5.6 points territory.
and 4.6 rebounds per game
Then Hobbie went to work. An
over his first three pro seasons. 11-yard pass to Doug Sanders, a
"I just got my head together, penalty on Peay, a 16-yard pass
went out and did it," he said of to Sanders and a 14-yard
his superb effort against the completion to Willie DeLoach
Knicks.
and the Racers were knocking
Elsewhere in the NBA, the on the door at the Governor twoSeattle SuperSonics beat the yard stripe with just 24 seconds
New Orleans Jazz 111-97 and left in the game.
the Los Angeles Lakers topped
Big Larry Jones got the call
the Kansas City Kings 125-112. and he pushed his way into the
In Sunday's only American endzone for the score. There
Basketball Association game, was some controversy on the
the Spirits of St. Louis trimmed play as Austin Peay felt Jones
the San Diego Sails 95-92.
had not crossed the goal-line
"LaRue-had a super game," and there was even more mixsaid Portland Coach Lenny Wil- up when Jones dropped the ball
kens, whose club outrebounded as soon as he went in.
New York by a whopping 64-44
"I was in and a guy smacked
margin. "I told him before the my arm.I was going to slam the
game to concentrate on the ball down anyhow because I
THE WINNER—Larry Jones crosses the endzone and then lets loose of the ball as he scores the winning boards and not to worry about knew that was the game. I knew
his shooting, that the shots our defense was going to hold
touchdown against Austin Posy. There were only 19 secc,ds left in the contest when Jones scored.
them," Jones said.
(Staff Kato by semi Drew) would come."
—
Portland's three forwards
Sylvester Amagwula added
combined for 54 points, with the PAT and the Racers led 14Sidney Wicks scoring 21, John- 10. Austin Peay got one last
son 18 and Lloyd Neal 15.
chance but Eddie McFarland
Earl Monroe had 23 points took care of that.
and Walt Frazier 17 for the
"I just sat and waited for the
Knicks, who dropped their pass to come in my direction,"
fourth in a row on their current said McFarland, who of course
road trip. Spencer Haywood made the interception to sew up
had his poorest game as a the win.
Knick, hitting just three of 15
shots for eight points and
grabbing only four rebounds.
Souks 111, Jan 97
Guard Fred Brown poured in
41 points and rookie Frank
National Football League
Oleynick added 22 for Seattle,
, National Conference
which led virtually all the way. s•Louis Eastern Division'
W.. L. .T. Pct. PF PA
Aaron James had 18 points for
6 2 0 .750 211 103
the Jazz, while Pete Maravich,
6 2 0 .750 196 171
P
O
W
h
aails
ilh
as
hampered .by ankle and knee
5 2 0 .714 165 121
0 .375 135 161
injuries, could manage just sev- MNYinnG.nts. 3 15 70
.125 132 1119
en points, all in the first half.
Central Division
11 0 0 1.000 230 96
A crowd of 13,472 watched in
5 3 0 .625 160 149
the Superdome as Jazz Coach CErl.c.
2 6 0 .250 $4215
Bill van Breda Kolff drew two
1 7 0 .125 110 192
MAN
G!.
:
.1
0:
::
:Western Division
BIG PLAY— Willie Deloach hauls in a pass from quarterback Mae Hobbie and then goes out of bowels technical fouls and was ejected L.A.
6 2 0 .750 193 103
to S. Fr.
3 5 0 .375 146 166
to stop the clock. That put the ball on the two-yard line sad es the nest play, Larry Jones scored to hoist in the second period. "I want
2 6 0 .250 911 223
apologize to the fans for the
Murray to the win over Austin Peay.
2 6 0 .250 93 154
way the team played and for
American
Conference
(Staff Pilate by lorry Drew)
the way I acted," he said al erEastern Division
W.. L. .T. Pts. PP PA
wards.
7 1 0 .575 249 11$
Lakers 125, Kluge 112
5 3 0 .625 251 197
4 4 0'.500 217 191
Reserve forward Cazzie Rus- pBBaiuttltft.:
Nousi-nE
n.
.
ng.
3 5 0 .375 126 161
sell scored M points in 25 min- mcNY
Jets
2 6 0, .250 159 241
utes to give the takers their
Central DiVision
7 1 0 175 224 102
fourth straight home triumph
7 1 0 175 169 116
and saddle the Kings with their
6 20 .750 170 103
0
Cleve.
8 0 000 02 229
the
fourth loss in a row on
with emotion; we were a dead
By JOE EDWARDS ... . eastern Conference.
Western Division
Abdul-Jabbar
road.
Kareem
game
with
Ken"Last
year's
Oak.
team.
ASP Sports Writer ...
6 2 0 750 203 124
3 4 0 429 153 137
added 19 points and 19 DenverK ity
NASHVILLE, Tenn. ( AP) — tucky had a lot to do with our "We've gone from one of the
3 5 0 375 145 203
rebounds.
said.
today,"
he
performance
more
emotional
"toteams
in
the
Vanderbilt played its first
S. Diego
0 8 0 000 00 194
Spirits
95,
Sails
92
Sunday's Results
tal game" in beating Kentucky "We made up a little highlight conference to the most unemoBaltimore 42, Buffalo 35
Balanced scoring headed by
13-3 Saturday, Coach Fred Pan- film from last year's TV game tional one. This is the flattest
Detroit 21, Cleveland 10
Marvin Barnes' 17 points
with Kentucky, and we showed we've played since I've been at
Washington 21, New York GI
coast says.
helped St. Louis build a 13-point ants 13
"This was the first time we it in our team meeting this Kentucky," he said.
S'. LouiS 24, Philadelphia 23
third-period lead and hold on to
The Wildcats skidded to 2-6-1
have played a total game—of- morning."
Pittsburgh 24, Houston 17
C
mhin
icnago
esota
27, Green Bay 14
Kentucky whipped the Com- over-all and 0-4 in the SEC.
beat the Sails. Five other Spirits
fense, defense and everything,"
38, A,lanta 0
players scored in double
he said after the Commodores modores 38-12 last year two
Cincinnati 17, Denver 16
The victory puts Vandy in figures, offsetting 2f points by
San Francisco 14, Los Ange
improved their record to 5-4 days after the Wildcats were
23
San
n Diego rookie Mark lesMiami
over-all and 1-4 in the South- passed over for the Peach Bowl splendid shape for its second o
27, New York Jets 7
and
20
by
center
straight winning season. The
in favor of Vandy.
Oakland 48, New Orleans 10
New England 33, San Diego
Vandy quarterback Fred Commodores will be strong fa- Caldwell Jones.
19
Fisher completed 12 of 20 vorites against Army here next
Monday's Game
Miss Your Paper?
passes for 129 yards and °V week, then end their season at
Kansas City at Dallas, n
GENERAL
Sunday, Nov. 16
Subscribets who have not
touchdown to spark the victory. Tennessee Nov. 29.
MINNEAPOLIS — Vern MorLos Angeles at Atlanta
their
homereceived
Mark Adams completed COmGreen Bay at Detroit
gan, a baseball coach with the
AUTO RACING
rs
Dallas
at New England
delivered copy of The
modore scoring with field goals
Minnesota Twins for seven anPhiladelphia
at New York G,
HAMPTON, Ga. — Buddy years, died at the age of 47 of
Murray ledger & Times by
of 35 and 23 yards.
Kansas City at Pittsburgh
Kentucky's lone score was a Baker won the rain-delayed comphcations following kidney
5:30 p.m. are urged to call
New York Jets at Baltimore
third quarter_ 211-xitrd_licld pal Dixie 500 stock car race, aver- siaageryit..
.---MIdeni—oft•
733-.1916 Whitten 3:10 PM.
tiovston ••••by John Pierce. That made the 8grnit130.991Trifires aff Midi:- -- NEW YORK
and 6 p.m. to insure delivery
Minnesota at New Orleans
Prince Thou
PHOENIX
—
A.J.
Foyt
won
'
Cleveland
at
Oakland
Score
10-3.
of the newspaper. Calls must
tkrt ended his horse remit,
Washington at St. Louis
"Vanderbilt wanted it more the Phoenix 150 Indy-type auto reer when he suffered a hr'On
Denver at San Diego
be placed before 6 p.m.
than we did," Kentucky Coach race at Fas-Track International ankle Saturday at Belin n'
Chicago at San Francisco
Monday, Nov, 17
Fran Curd said. "They played Speedway.
Park
Buffalo a. Cincinnati, n

Martin Steals Show As
Blazers Stomp Knicks

Pro Football
At A Glance

Vandy Plays Its First Total
Gahm To Pound Dead Wildcats

-

"I wished 1 had ran it back. I
will one of these days. But it was
just a case of sitting and waiting
for the ball to come to me. My
grandmother could have caught
that one," McFarland said.
Murray could have used
McFarland's grandmother and
anybody else for most of the
game. The defense had its super
day as usual. But the offense
was a different story.
Besides having three interceptions, the Racers also lost
two fumbles.
Did Murray Coach Bill
Furgerson feel his team was
outplayed?
"I feel we won the game, 1410. That's the only statistic that
counts. We had all kinds of
yardage against Middle Tennessee and didn't score a touchdown. It's the score that
counts."
Actually, Murray also won in
the statistics. The Racers had
128 yards on the ground and
Hobbie was 12 of 22 for 133 yards
through the air for a total of 261
yards. The Governors had 130
on the ground and only 57 in the
air for a total of just 187.
How did Hobbie feel about his
performance?
"No comment. But when we
had to do it, we did it. We didn't
take them lightly or anything.
We just didn't get high enough
mentally."
When you play a game and
not have a good day and still
win, you got a good team,"
Furgerson, who was standing
beside Hobbie, added. •
One factor that hurt the
Racers was the loss of tailback
Art Kennedy. Kennedy sprained
both of his ankles when an
Austin Peay defender hit him
late in the first period. At that
point, he had already amassed
49 yards on the ground.
The bulk of the ground attack
was placed on Jones in the
remainder of the game. He
finished with 90 yards in 26
carries and by the end of the
game when he scored the
winning touchdown, he was also
hobbling.
The most exciting part of the
first half was watching to see
how many paper planes made it
down from the stands to the
artificial turf. As for the game,
it was lackluster.
Austin Peay scored first on a
field goal late in the opening
period. Then midway through
the second quarter, the Racers
went ahead 7-3 as Jones bulled
over from a yard out and
Arnagwula added the kick.
With just 22 seconds left in the
half, Peay went ahead 10-7 as
Coveak Moody scored from a
yard out and Tim Maxwell
added the extra point.
After that, the stands were

full of hustle and bustle as many
of the fans went to the concession stands for change: the
fans propped their eyes open
with quarters.
The game was the last of the
season in Stewart Stadium. The
Racers, now 4-3-1 on the season,
will play at Eastern Illinois this
Saturday before closing the
campaign Nov. 22 at Western.
Austin Peay drops to 2-7
overall but at least the
Governors can chalk up a mural
victory and perhaps gain some
momentum as they visit
powerful Tennessee Tech this
weekend.

average really got a boost as he
punted seven times for 324
yards, an average of 46.3 per
punt. His longest of the game
was 53 yards.
Jeff Boyd had anther outstanding game as the big
defensive tackle led the team
with eight unassited tackles.
David Reagan and Mark Hickman each had six while Matt
Schappert and Larry Jasper
had five. Jasper was being
scouted Saturday b,) the
Bengals.

Art Kennedy listened to the
game on the radio in the
trainers' room. After the game,
Kennedy couldn't walk without
assistance and if he plays
Saturday at Eastern Illinois, he
Wes Furgerson's punting will be quite lucky.

BETWEEN THE LINES
In pass receiving, Sanders
hauled in four for 53 yards and
DeLoach had three for 49 yards.

ALL WILES-14 Larry loess was the Murray State offense
Saturday as be scored both of the Racer touchdowns. Here, he
holds the ball high after getting six points in the first bait
(Shift Mews by
erseess

NOTICE
The United Methodist Women of the First Methodist
Church will present their annual "CHRISTMAS BAZAAR"
and LUNCHEON on Toeulay November 11 in the Basement
of the Church. Hours for the "BAZAAR" ere from 10:00
a.m. to 4:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Plants, Arts and Crafts, Homebaked Goodies, Attic
Treasures, Toys, Books and Good Used Clothing will be
featured in the various booths.

"Are you telling us
as homeowners
we can get
a large loan?"
Right.
See the Good News loan people.
CASH
ADVANCE

NO. of
MONTHLY TOTAL
ANNUAL
MONTHS PAYMENTS PAYMENTS % RATE

82,500

48

$73.17

53.512 16

1710%

$3,000

48 ..

687.63

$4,206.24

17.89% • -

$3,500
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Se0.41

*6.42480 -

10.80%

$4,000
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$10323

96,19180
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CREMNZ
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Open Friday Niolits Until 6:00 lir Bet-Air Cvnter
•
Ross Wilder, Mgr.
Phone 153-5513

Loans and financing
to $4,800.
-Large taans tar -homeowners.
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Autos Need Check-Up
Before Winter Weather
you when to have those major
periodic check-ups that can
Winter is almost here, so your make such a difference in your
car needs a check-up, just the car's longivity, cost of mainway you need that routine visit. tenance, and resale value.
to the doctor's office to be sure
Before you get into your car,
all is well. Take your car to a
service station
with
a take a walk around your car.
reputation for reliability and Check all of these things every
reasonable rates. Once you Lime...tires, are they low? All
have found a place that satisfies tires should be inflated to the
you, stick with it. Regular pressure recommended in the
customers usually get better owner's manual...Body, quickly
glance over the body of the car
service.
to see if there is damage which
A car is one of the family's needs to be reported to the
major expenses, so it makes police and-or your insurance
good sense to learn how to give company...Underneath car,
your car the best possible care. check your garage floor or
This will save you time, money parking space for any loss of
and much inconvenience. Your fluids when the car is parked. If
car will look better, will handle you are alert to small leaks, you
better, and will have a higher will be sure to notice any large
trade-in value. Most important, ones.. Windows and mirrors,
it will be safer to drive.
make sure all your windows and
Automobiles
are
like side-view mirrors are clean and
people...they have personalities free of snow, ice or conof their own. So, get well densation...Seat Belts, they
acquainted with your car. should be fastened. Mirrors
Learn how it usually behaves should be adjusted, both side
and it will help you to notice and rear-view mirrors, for good
minor, problems before they vision. Gasoline Gauge - Refill
become big problems that lead the tank before it gets too low.
to major repairs.
Condensation in the tank and
Read your owner's manual. It fuel lines is less likely if the gas
was written to teach you about gauge is never allowed to get
the .:proper operation and too close to the empty mark,
maintenance of your car. particularly during damp
Among other things, it will tell weather.

Murray's fastest unloading facilities
Boyers of

CORN .SOYBEANS *WHEAT
Dish-am:tors of

Wayne Feed DeKalb Seed Corn
Ky Registered and certified
Soybean Seed
reports Chicago Board
Direct teletype continually Soybeans and Wheat
Corn,
of Trade end prices of

FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.
Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404
Dan Boaz, Owner

Bobby Meador, Mgr.

RICA 1

Bill Bailey, seventeen year
old son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Bailey of Route 8, Murray, has
been named the Outstanding 4H Boy for 1975 in Calloway
County.
Bill is a senior at Murray
High School where he is actively
involved in the Marching Band
and the Stage Band as well. Bill
is interested in becoming a

great high school like Murray development, social developCharlie Snyder of Rt. 3, Murray.
High. My education has not ment, individual
development Sharon is a member of the Elm
been a dreaded task but a and moral development.
Grove 4-H Club and is a very
preparation to become better in
• The 13-15 Yr. Old Boys active 4-H Club member.
life and to help my community. Division was won by
Thomas 0. Sharon is an area winner in
My training will in some way be Jones, 13 yr. old son of Mr.
and speech and demonstration
of great value to a community if Mrs. James Raymond
Jones of competition and is third place
I am able to put my efforts into Rt. 6, Murray.
Thomas is a winner on her 4-H speech.
a -melting pot," and convey
Sharon participated in camp,
these to other people. I feel that
fair, Variety Show, sewing and
my involvement in school
horse and pony projects. Sharon
related
activities
has
is also active in school acstrengthened my power to
tivities, participating in softreason and enabled me to give
more service to the community.
I feel that the community of
which I am a part, is a great
place to "learn to live." The
opportunity to travel has
enriched my values for different environments, and it has
fulfilled many gaps that would
be left in my mind had these
travels not taken place. I feel
that I have developed good
morals through membership in
the church and I hope that I can
continue these feelings. I don't
believe that my total personal
development has been a result
of one or two ideas put together,
Thomas 0. Jones
but of many different ideas on
life through school, church, member of the Elm Grove 4-H
family and extra activities." Club. He has participated in
Cynthia J. Hurt, 13 year old speech and demonstration
daughter of Jean and Larry activities and also in the
Hurt, ha. aeen selected as Electric Project and 4-H
Sharon Snyder
winner of the 4-H Courier- camping activities. Thomas is ball, track, and basketball
in the 8th grade at East
activities.
Elementary and is a member of
Other participants who
the Beta Club.
socred very well in the Contest
The 9-12 Yr. Old Girls
included Martha Pitman, Mary
Division was won by Sharon
Lynn Morris, Deana Kay
Lynn Snyder, 12 yr. old
Cunningham, and Terry Joe
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Sledd.

it•

Bill Bailey
doctor or veterinarian, or in
related biomedical fields. Bill's
favorite subjects are English,
biology and chemistry. Some of
Bill's accomplishments in 4-H
work include exhibiting rabbits
in 15 states, attending the
National 4-H Rabbit Judging
Contest in Ventura, California,
selection as Who's Who in
American
High
Schools,
selection as Kentucky 4-H
Representative to the A. R. B.
A., Area Rabbit Project Winner, Champion barrows at the
Ky. State Fair in 1973. I would
like to relate to you this story
written by Bill about his personal development.
"My involvement in 4-H work
is not a story that would have
made my life dull and unhappy
had I not had it, but it has added
to my personal development in
so much as I have become a
better citizen. I think that 4-H
work is only as good as the
leaders that hold it together,
and our leaders are great. I
haven't tried to pattern myself
after any one leader, but I think
that my being in the comp.:1,0y of
some of these people has helped
my character and has enabled
me to, see the facts of life
clearer. I feel that I am very
fortunate to be able to attend a

Lease A New 76 El Camino
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Our
Lowest
Price Ever
Save $513 on Super-Lightweight

Gas-Powered Chain Saw
SALE
Was $197.95

Cynthia Hart
Journal Award of Excellence
Contest. Cynthia is in the 8th
grade at Murray Middle School.
Cynthia is active in other activities as well as 4-H. Cynthia is
a member of the student
council, M. M. S. majorette,
school assemblies committee
chairman, yearbook -committee. Cynthia's favorite
subjects are math and English.
Some of Cynthia's 4-14 activities
include attending 4-H Congress
in Lexington, Public Speaking,
Demonstrations
Winner,
Variety Show Club Act participant and also Specialty Act
participant.
When asked what she thought
was the greatest problem facing
young people today, she replied
"Pressure from peers, this
causes young people to do
things that they normally
wouldn't." When we asked her
in what way she suggested this
problem be solved, she answered "I think young people
should not worry so much about
doing things their friends do.
Each person should think and
decide what is right and wrong
for themselves."
Participants in this Contest
were judged on academic

14795
Bar want unattached

Built-in self-sharpening system. Dual oiling
systems—manual and automatic. Self-aligning rim sprocket helps reduce chain wobble.
2.1 cu. in. displacement.

Our Lowest Priced
Gas Chain Saw

Fees To Increase
ATLANTA, Ga.—The U. S.
Department of Agriculture
USDA) said that it increased
its fees for inspection and
grading of manufactured or
Accessed dairy products Nov.
11The increases are needed to
bring charges in line with increased operating costs, according to officials in USDA's
Agricultural Marketing Service
(AMS).
The charge for inspection and
grading services performed
between 6 a.m. and 6 p.m. were
increased from $16 per hour to
$17 per hour, while the charge
for services between 6 p.m. and
6 a.m. went from $17.60 to $18.70
per hour.
Similarly, the charge for
USDA's continuous resident
inspection service increased
from $12 per hour to $13 per
hour for an inspector-in-charge
and from $10 to $11 for an
assistant inspector.

Home
Improvement

specialists, are plant surveys,
inspection
and
grading,
laboratory testing, and resident
grading and quality control
service.
The Agricultural Marketing
Act of 1946 requires AMS to
collect fees approximately
equal to the cost of the service
provided. The Nov. 9 increases
will make revenue more equal
to cost, AMS officials said.
Copies of the new rates can be
obtained from the Dairy
Division,
AMS,
USDA,
Washington, D.C. 20250.

Beans
Regular
Low Price

$989
'

1.9 cu. in. displacement
engine. Automatic oiling.
10-in. bar. Chipper chain.
Bar sent unattached.
Sears Has a Credit Plan
to Suit Most Every Need
Prices are Catalog Prices
Shipping Extra
Sale Ends Dec. 31, 1975
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back
Southside Shopping Center
SHOP AT SEARS
Murray,Ky.
AND SAVE
753-2310

Sears

•=Alt& ROCIRICI AND CO.

Itis here andready for
inspection at McKee!Equipment Co.,Inc.

The hourly rates for continuous non-resident inspection
services, are increased from
$18.60 to $21.20 for work performed between 6 a.m. and 6
p.m., and from $20 to $23.32 for
work performed between 6 p.m.
and 6 a.m.
The current fee of $18 per
hour for laboratory testing
services is unchanged.
,The Dairy Division of AMS
provides four major voluntary
programs for processors,
sellers, and buyers of such
dairy products as butter, nonfat
dry milk and Cheddar cheese.
The programs, carried out by
dairy
marketing
AMS

Mom
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$

69
00 per month for 24 months

Tax & Tags included, 30,000 miles limit
2r per mile over 30,000 miles.

ME 4-Wheel Drive Agriculture Tractor
First time in this area, the Case 2670 Four-Wheel Drive,
four wheel/four way steer agriculture tractor

v Applicant must have satisfactory Credit
v Required-Certified Insurance
v Suitable Usage.

•2511 Gress fogies Nersepewer •221 110 Nersepewer

Equipment: 350 V-8 Engine, tinted glass, air, sport mirrors,

tilt wheel, white wall tires, radio, power steering &

turbo hydramatic transmission
brakes'. Lists for $5,612.80.

Jan Dalton

Complete Tire Service

Jerry Boyd
Hugh Wright

El Dorado Tires CBI Tires
for Tractors,'Combines, Truck and
Passenger cars including a complete
line of Rain, Mud and Snow Tires

gal

J. H. Hardirnan Nix

641 So.

1

Outstanding 4-H Members

By Barletta Wrathy.,
Home F,c. Agent

Farmers Grain
And Seed Co.

11
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Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.

Purchase Tire Mart
753-2617

last Main at Industrial Road
753-7111
Max Keel, Mgr.

•Cab and isolated rubber mounted platform, integral, roll
protected, in.side mirror, ash tray air conditioning
.Console controLs beside operator's seat
•Engine,6 cylinder diesel, turbo-charged intercooled 504 cu
in displ (8 259 crtv 4.25 litres)
sFuel tanks,(2)110 gallons(416 litres)
(Muffler with aspirator, curved extension
«Throttle, hand
.ritAng & telescoping steering wheel
sTires . 4-18.4 34-6 ply- RI tires
•Transrnission, heavy duty 12 speed constant mesh with
range power shift
sFmgine - type 6 cylinder, in line, 4 cycle, valve in head.
direct in)ection, turbo charged. Intercooled, diesel engine
Fuel - Diesel
•F
plun
uegleSrytst
ype
em Fuel Injection Pump • Robert Bosch multiple
sFuel tanks, one on each side of frame total 110 gals.
.Power Shift Selection; Operation 3 speed hydraulic power
shifting controlled by a lever on right hand side of instrument

panel can be shifted with tractor moving)
.Hydraulic 3 point hitch system.
sApproximate overall measurements - overall width
minimusn ) 96 inches ( 2,438 mm I. Turning Radius
(minimum) 192 Inches (4,177 mint, overall length w/hitch
coupler I 225 inches (5,715 nun); rear axle oscillation 30 deg..
front axle clearance 21 inches(533 mm
sInstrurnentation illuminated instrument panel
.Case 2170 operators cab is equipped with built in rollover
protection as specified in ASAE standard S-336 Equipment
for cab Adjustable seat. I fabric cover), seat belts, moving
console. 3 speed pressursini blower with defroster, manual
recirculation valve. accoustical padding for sound control,
floor mat for sound and moisture control, rear outside mounted cab intake air filter, windshield inper 2 speeds), tinted
tempered safety glass, cigarette lighter and ash tray
heater' (45.00) BTU 1, rear view mirror inside I .or outside
mirrors', automotive type electrical fuse panel, fenders with
hand holds, door opening regulators Air conditioner
'Optional Equiprrient

Now Being Demonstrated in Calloway County by...

McKeel Equipment Co., Inc.
503 Walnut Phone 753-3062
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Mrs. Arlie Scott
Honored For Service

I
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Murray Ford
'Tractor 753-9482

Mrs. Arlie Scott was honored
recently by the Calloway
County 4-H Teen Club and the 4H Council.
Mrs. Scott has served 15 years
as a Community Leader for 4-H
young people and has been a
dedicated worker in promoting
the 4-H Program. She was
commended for her thoughtfulness and loyalty and for her
many years of outstanding
service by Mr. Fred Gillum,4-H
Extension Agent for Calloway
Co. Mrs. Scott was a State
Delegate to the National 4-H
in
Conference
Leaders
Washington,D.C.,last October.
In 1971, she was county and area
delegate to the Southern Region
Leaders Conference held in
Georgia.
Mrs. Scott will continue to
serve on the Calloway Co. 4-H
Council, and as a county
representative on the Purchase
Area 4-H Council. She also
serves as alternate state
delegate from the Purchase

Fall Is Time For Action
Against Broadleaf Weeds

Area on the State 4-H Council.
She is presently serving as 4-H
representative on the Calloway
County Extension Council and is
a county delegate on the Purchase Area Extension Council.
She is a member of the Murray
State Women's Society, the

Fall is one of the beat times to found in lawns.
To control certain weeds such
take action against the
broadleaf weeds in your lawn, as sheep sorrel and wood sorrel,
according to Ted Howard, however, dicamba (banvel
must be used This chemical is
county Extension agent for
often available in combination
agriculture.
with 2, 4-D. Special care is
He recommends treating the
lawn now with herbicides to get necessary when applying any
rid of such weeds as henbit, herbicide
contains
that
chickweed, broadleaf and
dicamba, since it can damage
buckhorn plaintain, dandelions, tree roots if used too near a tree.
ground ivy, and wild onions.
There are many methods of
Lawns should be treated when
applying herbicides, depending
on whether they are available
temperatures are expected to
be above 50 degrees F. but not as granules, wettable powders,
higher than 80 degrees for three liquids, or wax bars. Liquids
and wettable powders are used
or four days.
Howard adds one warning: in a sprayer, diluted with water.
don't apply herbicides on newly- Granulated material can be
applied with a hand-operated
seeded lawns. And, if you have
spot-seeded thin areas in an
spreader or scattered by hand
established lawn this fall, avoid (using, of course, rubber
those areas if you treat the rest
gloves). Wax bars containing
of the lawn. Lawns seeded this
herbicide are dragged over the
fall, however, can be treated in
lawn,
When choosing a herbicide,
early spring, since spring application herbicides also gives
remember that the kind of
effective control of broadleaf
weeds.
First, find out what weeds you
have in your lawn, he suggests.
Publications on identifying and
controlling common lawn weeds
Mrs. Arlie Scott
are available at no charge from
Pacers Homemakers Club, the the Calloway County Extension
First Baptist Church, and the office or if you need help in
Red
Thirty-eight
Poll
Theta Dept. of the Murray identifying a particular weed,
bring or send the plant to the breeders from twelve states will
Womans Club.
Mr. Scott is Professor of extension office — include sell more than 100 lots of
Agriculture at Murray State foliage, as much of the roots as registered Red Poll cattle at
University. Mr. and Mrs. Scott possible, and fruit or flowers, if Troy, Ohio, on November 13.
The cattle will be judged
have two daughters, Jayne who available.
When you're sure what weeds during the forenoon of sale day
is teaching
biology
at
Madisonville North Hopkins you need to control, select the by Dr. Richard Vatthauer,
High School and a 4-H leader in herbicide which will do the best extension animal scientist,
Hopkins County, and Carolyn Job against them.Silvex or 2, 44 University of Wisconsin. The
who is married and attending or a combination of these two auction is scheduled to begin at
Northwestern State College in chemicals will control most 12:30 p.m., E.S.T.
broadleaf weeds commonly
,Louisiana.
A likely headliner in the sale
Is Bordendale 0. Blue Bay, a
proved six-year-old sire consigned by Mr. and Mrs. Wm. W.
Hoffine, Lafayette,Indiana. Not
only is this bull a proved sire of
top cattle in the Hoffine herd,
the bull himself won the grand
champion award at the 1971
National Red Poll show. His
dam was national grand
Gardening Tips from Extension Specialists at the
champion female two years
University of Kentucky College of Awiculture
later.
tianspaation, or intense light
The grand champion Red Poll
Garden.ng is an olo and
bull of the 1975 Minnesota State
show that some plants move
honorable art It was oacFair, the reserve junior
mysteriously as if possessed
!iced long before the Birth of
unknown
champion
bull of the 1973 Inintelligence
an
wth
Chost and is probab,y the
diana State Fair and the junior
to
science.
most t•me- hailowed preoccui:
champion bull of the 1975
It is difficult, if not
pation of man As such. plant
Illinois State Fair are among
movement
see
to
.unpossicile,
especially as it..
c u I tu • e
the consigned bulls to be
-in the main plant itself. Pro
apples to vegetaores, Is
competing for show and sale
viding the gardener has suff,
locked .n tfadition and is the
honors.
patience, however, mo
cent
sou:ce of a tremendous
is easy to detect in the
tion
Vying with the Hoffine bull for
amount of .nteest,no lore
of such plants as prime attention, will be the
tendrils
A knowledge of t atilt onal
mormng glories, pole beans, young cow Pinpur Heritage
garden,ng may not help any
honeysuckles. IS thls Starletta GR22-CR162735,
and
one p•oduce better crops of
incredible, the reader reserve grand champion Red
sounds
vegetaoies, but it may make
is invited to experiment for
Poll female 1975 National Red
the task a at more inte- es.
Poll show. The cow is consigned
himself next summer.
take
For
instance
tiny
Plant movement is one of by her institutional breeder,
cabbage. Transplanting
the largely unsolved mysteries Pinney Purdue Agricultural
cabbage from the weenhouse
Center, Wanatah, Indiana, an
of botany and was first men
to the f•eio is hard on the
outlying experimental and
Darwin,
honed by Charses
back but vvhie setting out
of demonstration farm of Purdue
tendrils
that
found
who
the plant: the back pain may
will sell
certain plants moved in University. The cow
be alleviated somewhat TO
with a bull calf at side. The
stimui,
certain
to
esponse
know that this is a job that
Pinney Purdue station is noted
All this makes gardening for
has been going on tor over
having done a more comprofit
well
as
interesting as
Along with
4,000 year
plete job of beef performance
cucumbers, eoplant, onions, able
testing of its Red Poll herd over
the years than is known to have
peas, ana turn, ps, cabbages
CALENDAR OF
been accomplised with any
are among the oldest veye
AGRICULTURAL
other Herd of any breed, in the
tab'e wants known Gine;
MEETINGS
world.
vegetables showing es dence
Monday,November 10,075
of 4 eat aroxiuity ,nclutie
Sixteen head 1 91 females
Young Adult Farmer
beets, carrots celery, lettuce,
Class, Murray Vocational consigned, in addition to the
and iai.shes.
national reserve champion,
Center, 7:30 p. m.
Somethirvg else of interest
have placed highly in various
Tuesday, November 11, 1975
with the exception of corn,
major state and county breed
Kirksey Adult Farmer
sweet potatoes, and toma
Class, Murray Vocational shows of several states.
Twelve of the 16 bulls have
toes, most of the vegetables
Center, 7:00 p. m.
grovvn in home to den., today
•
ig.nated 'Ft two areas-the
Bole land or Mesopuiam.a
and anc&nr Indochina Mrs
fact lend; ciedence to the
Biblical iocarion of tht Gar
den of Eden, which is some
Farmer °wilt i-farmer controlled
thing else to think about
when going out to plant and
to hoe
Something else to observe
while gaidening is the movement of certain plants.
Strangely enough. some
plants do move and, while
this movement is believed to
be purely automatic, it is still
non t heless curious and enteriig- 'AlV -11- filltir
uncanny is this fact: experiment. conducted which ruled
753-2924
Industrial RI
out the possibility of faint
air
cu-rents,
response to

EQUIPMENT'
SUES AND SERVICE ON
All BRANDS Of FARM
EQUIPMENT

chemical it contains is more
important than the way it is
packaged, Howard says. Keep
in mind, too, that applying the
herbicide evenly over the lawn
is more important than the
method you use to apply it.
Label directions on the
herbicide package will tell you
how much chemical to use per
square foot of lawn and how to
dilute the herbicide with water
if you are using a liquid or
wettable powder. Be sure to
read and follow these directions
carefully.
Also note any warnings on the
label and take all safety
precautions recommended.
Like many other chemicals,
herbicides can be harmful if
swallowed and always should be
kept away from food and out of
the reach of children. Herbicides also should be stored
away from fertilizers, seeds and
other pesticides.

SEVERAL USED COMBINES
ARE STILL AVAILABLE
* NEW 4430 JOHN DEERE TRACTOR
WITH FACTORY DUALS

* 200 ALLIS-CHALMERS TRACTOR
WITH ONLY 27 HOURS

* 4000 FORD TRACTOR
'70 MODEL, LOW HOURS

*2020 JOHN DEERE TRACTOR
REAL SHARP
CHECK OUR COMPLETE PARTS
AND SERVICE DEPARTMENT!
WE DON'T WORRY ABOUT COMPETITION
... WE ARE THE COMPETITION!

Red Poll Cattle
To Be Sold Nov. 13

ATTENTION
MR.FARMER
What Happens If
I Take My Account
2?
1
Before Age 59/
If you receive.all or a part of
2,
1
your account before age 59/
and are not disabled, you'll pay
a stiff tax penalty. Not only will
you have to include the amount
received in your ordinary income for the year of receipt,
but a Federal penalty tax equal
to 10 per cent of the amount
received will be imposed.
We would like the opportunity to discuss with you..
first hand,how such an account might benefit you.

Bank ofFDICMurray
MF 1105
One look and you'll know this one is not a warmedover verson of an older tractor. The 1105's directinjection 6-cylinder Perkins diesel is mildly turbocharged and conservatively rated to produce 100
PTO hp.
This 354 cu. in engine is truly turbo-designed. It has
the quick response and eager power you'd expect from
a turbocharged MF tractor. It breaths clean air
filtered through a dual air cleaner element a full 10"
diameter. With this engine, the 1105 comes on strong
when you need power. But it's an engine with notable
fuel economy on ligher loads.

e,
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Calloway_County

Soil Improvement Assoc. Inc.

Industrial Rd.

f M MAURER1,0

753-1319

weaning weight records obtained in the breed's own
programs. Unadjusted weights
at 205 days of age average 641
lbs. with a top of 749 lbs. Seven
of these 12 "Gain Registered"
bulls also have 365-day weights,
which average 1127 lbs. to a top
of 1201 lbs.
Among the females, 49 head
have official weaning weight
records, averaging 480 lbs.,
unadjusted. Twenty-three of the
female records indicate 2.0 the.
per day or more of average gain
to a top of 2.5 lbs.
The sale and show are being
sponsored jointly by the
Progressive Red Poll Breeders
Association of Ohio,The State of
Ohio and The Red Poll Cattle
Club of America. The former is
the breed association for Ohio,
and the latter is the national
breed record and promotional
association. The State of Ohio is
contributing $4,900 for saleshow premiums • and to supplement sale advertising, as
provided in the Purebred
Assistance Act administered by
the Division of Markets, Ohio
Dept. of Agriculture.

EXPERIENCED MECHANICS ON DUTY All WEEK?

EOUIPMENT CO.
TOMMY'S
OPEN
AT 7:30 MONDAY THRU SATURDAY

PHONE 2474020 PHONE 753-7451 AfTfit 5 Pti
JUNCTION 111 & SEDAIIA ROAD KAYBEID, KY
iv

KABA and Murray State University
will hold an

A. I. Training School
at the A. Carman Livestock Pavilion
Murray State University, Murray,Ky.

TUES. and WEL,DEL 2and 3
If you would like to breed your own cows by A. I., complete instructions and training for you and/or your herdsman can be obtained at this school. Live cows will be
used for practice. For details and reservations, mail
the coupon today.

-- —Kentucky Artificial Breeding Assn.P.O. Box 22146
Louisville, Ky. 40222

1930 Herr Lane 1.
Ph. 502) 425-1868

Please send complete details about your Murray A. I.
School.
Name
Address
City

We not only throw in the outdoors,
we throw in a great deal.

You can really get the family outdoors in the rugged new
International Scout Traveler TM for '76.
And do it in comfort, too. Plenty of room for six plus
luggage.
With selective four-wheel drive, engaged at the pull of a
knob on the dash, you can discover parts of America you'd
never touch in a standard wagon.
And now we're throwing in a deal that
could get you there this weekend.

Scout the America others pass by.
See your International Harvester Dealer.

Taylor Motors Inc.
301 South St.

7S3-1372
It
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Moroccans Pulling Out Of Spanish Sahara
AGADIR, Morocco (AP) —
Hundreds of thousands of Moroccans began pulling out of
the Spanish Sahara today after
King Hassan II declared that
their march to claim the territory for Morocco had "achieved
its objective." But officials
stressed the 350,000 volunteers
would remain near the border
to strengthen the king's bargaining power.
- Hassan, announcing the withdrawal in a telecast Sunday
-

night, said he would return
frem his command post at Agadir to Marrakech to resume negotiations on the future of the
105,000-square-mile Spanish colony.
Informed sources said Spain
and Morocco agreed that sovereignty over the Spanish Sahara
should be handed to the United
Nations, which would place the
territory under a temporary
three-party administration of
Moroccan, Mauritanian and lo-

PIM

cal Saharan officials.
Meanwhile, the officials said,
negotiators would try to resolve
the conflict between the claims
of Morocco and Mauritania to
the territory and the demand of
Algeria and Spain that the 80,000 Saharan people be allowed
to determine their future status
in a referendum.

by Laurence M. Hursh, M.D.
Consultant, National Dairy Council

The officials stressed that the
marchers would withdraw only
as far as Tarfaya, 18 miles
north of the border, and would
not return to their homes "for
the time being."
The unarmed civilians,
brought from every part of Morocco by train, truck and bus,
began marching into the Spanish Sahara on Thursday and
continued pouring over the border for three days.

• If mothers get discouraged
sometimes, they should stop and
realize how important their job
CrosswordPuzzter
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really is Sure the family takes a
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• Don't let people convince you
60 Number
43 Cause
point
Note of scale
a military defense line the congratulated by Frances J. Mills. Ward graduated from Murray High School in 1969, from that you don't need carbohydrates
14 Conjunction 62 Artificial
Harvest
Go by water
Spanish army set up to block Murray State University in 1972, earned his law degree from the University of Mississippi Law in your diet. They are very imporlanguage
Seasoning
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Center, Oxford,in December 1974, and was admitted to the Mississippi Bar where he was licen- tant, and you do need them. For
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to the practice of law before the Circuit Courts and Supreme Court of that state. He has one thing carbohydrates are a
The other two columns
Crown
7 8 9 10
5 --,...%V.6
I
2
3 ':::.:4
begun his practice of law with Pal G. Howard, County Attorney in Marshall County, serving as main source of energy. Without
Possessive
more
than
100
crossed
over
them in your meals, you'll use up
.......H.%
pronoun
miles to the east. One column assistant county attorney and also associated with Howard in his private practice there. Ward, precious protein for energy when
14
12
--.7...,, 13
il
Sailors
'
was reported only 30 miles son of Mr. and Mrs. Jack D. Ward, 1608 College Farm Road, Murray,and grandson of Mr. and the protein should be spired for
(collocr)
a
1.7
15
::X: 16
Expires
from the border of Algeria, Mrs. tennis Ward and the late Mr. and Mrs. H.B. Rhodes, is marrir4 to the former Hettie Sue other vital body uses_
Young girl
0,7
. 22 23
in •-.‘:' 21
• Milk is very important as a
where Algerian armored units Rahm of Marble Hill, Mo. They have one child, Emily Margaret, age seven months.
Spanish
....•
,.;:,:,:,
painter
were reported deployed in com27 `'.K. 28
23\'26
24
Parent
:0•:•
,.',:i.,
bat readiness.
tcollog.)
4. 33
30
31
29
:4°
Hebrew
King Hassan's speech was
month
•
..':`... 34
35 ••• .3o
evidently an outcome of his
:%
Make ready
43 44
at $42
half-hour meeting in Agadir on
Conjunction
'
40
38 i9
Calling
W...."
Saturday with Spanish cabinet
Al
45
46
.47
Clergyman
minister Antonio Carro MartiMine veins
54
53
51 0,52
Symbol for tin 50
nez. The king did not refer to
MORRISTOWN, N.J.( AP — life during the expected appeals determine the cause of her
Suffix . like
the meeting in his speech, but
Whatever the decision by a to higher courts.
0,
,
,159 60
4
."• 56 57
55
comatose condition, but they
Moroccan officials said a dec- state judge on whether Karen
V2C1
Superior Court Judge Robert have said it may have been
64
65
''.163
61
laration on the Spanish Sahara
Ann Quinlan's respirator should Muir Jr. was to issue his ruling brought on by the simultaneous
would be made soon by the
:•:•:•66
be shut off, she will continue to this afternoon on the suit ingestion of alcohol and tran4* • 7
41::: •5
.
4
0
.:•:•...
Spanish government shortly.
depend on the machine for her brought last September by Jo- quilizers.
seph Quinlan. He is asking to
Armstrong argued on behalf
be named guardian of his com- of the Quinlans that their Roatose 21-year-old daughter with man Catholic faith does not reDEAR BROTKER,I HAVE BEEN
1
T....
JUST WHAT I NEED.
° THA4K56IVIN6 WILL SOON
the specific purpose of ordering quire use of "extraordinary
TELLING mir FRIENDS HERE
HANKS6IVIN6
DINNER
BE HERE ...WHY DON'T
the respirator disconnected so means" to prolong life in hopeIN NEEDLES ALL ABOUT YOU,
WITH NE COYOTES!
(YOU JOIN us?"
she can -die with dignity."
,..2
AND THEY HAVE A SUEktESTION °
less medical cases.
News, Society and
Attorney Paul W. Armstrong,
Failure to grant the Quinlans'
Sports
753-1918
representing the family, said petition, Armstrong said, would
Retail Display adSunday that if the request is violate Miss Quinlan's convertising 753-1919.
denied, he would study the rul- stitutional rights to privacy,
Classified
ing and then ask Quinlan and self-determination and freedom
Display,
his wife, Julia, whether they of religion. He also argued that
Classified, Circulation and the Business
want to appeal the case. It was continued treatment for Miss
likely that they would, he Quinlan amounts to "cruel and
Office
may
be
added.
reached on 753- 1916
unusual punishment."
New Jersey Atty. Gen. MP
and 753-1717
Joining the state in opposition
ham F. Hyland, who joined the
case to argue the state's re- to the Quinlans' suit were Morsponsibility to safeguard the ris County Prosecutor Donald
"sanctity of life," has said he G. Collester; Miss Quinlan's
expects the case will go to the court-appointed temporary
A true account of one of
the most increeli6le journeys
New Jersey Supreme Court guardian, Daniel 10 Coburn;
presenting
in American history.
quickly, perhaps by the end of Ralph Porzio,
Miss Quinlan's doctors; and
TINE NNW
the year.
The 50-year-old Quinlan's suit Theodore Einhorn, attorney for
asserts that doctors have deter- St. Clare's.
mined that his daughter has alPorzio warned it was danready sustained irreparable gerous to set a precedent
brain damage, and he . ho. whereby the quality of a perJUST LUCKY SE asked the court specifically to son's life could be used as the
\A/ASN'T (-4oLDiNG allow him to have the respira- determining factor in deciding
A 5ROOM
tor shut off.
to continue or end that life.
Miss Quinlan has been in a
He and the others opposed to
coma and connected to the res- the family's request stressed
pirator in the intensive care that because Miss Quinlan is leunit at St. Clare's Hospital in gally and medically alive, shutDenville since April 25.
ting off the respirator would be
Doctors have not been able to mercy killing, a homicide.

e,

Judge's Decision Will Not End
Dilemma of Karen Quinlan

Classified*

Pilot Told To Choose
Which Way He Would Die

THE GENERAL 5
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MEANWL —
OL_ITR SPACE
IS A BITTER RUSS/AN ASTIONALIT"

EVANSVILLE, Ind. (AP) —
Told to choose between death
by gunshot or plane crash, the
pilot of a light airplane kicked
a teen-aged hijacker out the
door as the craft plummrneted
downwards, the flier said.
"You have a choice of dying
in an airplane crash or dying
from a bullet wound," Richard
Leibundguth said he was told
after the pistol-wielding youth
began talking of suicide.
The crumpled body of Jack
R. Johnston, Jr., 19, a high
school dropout from Evansville,
was found in a field near Cape
Girardeau, Mo., on the Mississippi River, authorities said.
"He was mixed up, confused.
He couldn't seem to find himself," said Patricia Johnson,
the youth's aunt.
She said Johnson had been
worried about money he owed
on an organ he had purchased
on credit. Johnson was out of a
job and couldn't make the payments, she said. She said the
youth had been in the Army,
but had received a medical discharge because of an accident.
"The only thing we know for
sure is that the boy is dead,"
said the boy's father, Jack R.
Johnson. He said his son did
not own a gun and expressed
disbelief the youth would do
such a thing.
The father, an atrtraft-Me-chanic at the Evansville airport, said his son was "in a
real good mood" when he ate
breakfast with the family.

Leibundguth, a pilot for TriState Aero of Evansville, said
the youth called at 11 a.m. Saturday morning to arrange a
sightseeing trip. Leibundguth,
who turned 26 Sunday, said he
was assigned to take the youth
aloft in a two-seat single engine
Cessna 150 Aerobat.
He said that after they were
airborne, Johnson pulled a
caliber revolver and ordered
him to head for Kentucky. Once
over Paducah, he was ordered
to head across Illinois towards
Missouri, he said.
When over Missouri, Johnson
offered the grisly choices and
ordered the plane to be thrown
Into a spin, Leibundguth said.
After the plane began spiralling, Johnson, on the downward
side of the airplane, locked his
left arm in the pilot's right arm
and stuck the muzzle of the gun
in his ribs, Leibundguth said.
A shot was fired as the two
men wrestled for the gun and
he kicked Johnson out the door,
which had popped ()pen, Leibundguth said. He said he recovered from the spin after
falling 5,000 feet, to a little
more than 3,000 feet above the
ground, then landed and called
police.
Mississippi County, Missouri,,
Sheriff W. J. Simmons said the
shot grazed the buckle of the
pilot's seat belt.
An FBI agent in Missouri
said Sunday no weapon had
been found, but a search was
continuing.

breakfast beverage. But you don't
always have to drink it plain, even
though it's delicious that way. On
cooler mornings, drink your milk
in the form of hot cocoa. Most
everyone likes hot cocoa. Kids,
teen-agers, and adults So make
some and give breakfast tomorrow a dash of difference.
• Animal foods contain complete
proteins (proteins that contain all
the essential amino acids). Plant
sources of protein, such as
cereals, are usually eaten with
milk, giving us an economical mix
of complete and incomplete
protein. That's why we provide
milk to many countries where
people must live almost entirely
on plant foods.
•Here's a bit of history: When the
Dutch settlers first came to
America, it was the custom for
every new bride to receive a waffle iron with her initials and wedding date carved into it. Breakfast
was important to these pioneers
—a value many teen-age girls
today should adopt for their
health's sake. We all start the day
better with breakfast

Fire
Police

753-1441
753-1621

Rescue

7534952

AMbIllanCe

753-9332

Hospital Emergency
753-5131

Humane Society 753-4307
Comprehensive Care. . .
753-6622
Poison Control 753-7588
Senior Citizens 753-0929
Need Line...753-NEED
Learn to Read. . 753-2228

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger
8. Times

WE LOOK into your needs
as well as at them.
NEEDLINE, 753-6333.
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HORNBUCKLE'S
BARBER Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Also Watkins
Products. 753-9067,

Murray Coins
And Antiques
Welded: Ceine-Geld-Silver sod
Deirressien Glass

opposite bus station
108 North 6th Street
153-0140.
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SERVICE STATION man
must be experienced in
tune up and auto repair.
References required. Call
474-8816.

SET
new,
10
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with
exce
farm
Call

SALES HELP wanted
between the ages of 25 to
40. Send resume to P.O.
Box 32-I, Murray.

CHIL
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WANTED SOMEONE to
sell Watkins Products.
Call 753-5550.
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One of the nicest 90 acre farms in the
county. This farm is just the size for part
time farming or retirement About 40
acres of tendable land, a tobacco barn,
an excellent mobile home with deep
well, septic tank system, electric heat
and TV antenna plus a large watershed
lake. This fine property is located less
than 10 miles northwest of Murray and is
priced at only $35,000. Call

John C. Neuboogr_7534101 or 753-7531
or Bob or Pao Rodgers, 753-7116
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6. Help Wanted
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BAR'S
209 Walnut
o Watkins
9067.

$2911.00 WEEKLY possible
stuffing envelopes. Send
self-addressed, stamped
envelope to TK ENTERPRISE, Box 26,
Stanberry, Mo. 64489.

9. Situations Warted
WOULD LIKE a job as
secretary or receptionist.
Seven years experience
as deputy circuit clerk,
familiar with all kinds of
legal work, excellent
typist. Like to work with
people. Full or parttime.
Phone 753-8136.

efel

WAN
)ES
S DEN

TWO WASHERS, two
stoves and dryer. Call 7531518 or 753-7203.

1171 1.4 TON Ford transmission, radiator, 390
intake and carburetor.
1970 Ford Torino body for
parts. One Chippendale
chair, lion head, back
claw feet. Call 7534716.

REFRIGERATOR
Freezer, 24 cubic foot,
side-by-side, ice maker
with ice service in door.
Less than two years old.
Call 527-7168. Also 36"
Electric range.

B. Storage Buildings

17. Vacuum Cleaners
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
753-6760,
Montgomery,
day or night.

CUSTOM-BUILT Portable
Buildings. 8x104388, 8x12- 19 Farm Equipment
$432, 8x164576, 10:204989.
Free normal delivery. 300 MASSEY Ferguson
Many in stock to choose diesel. Rice and cane
from. Any 'size built to tires. Excellent condition.
order. Protect your lawn Pickup reel. Header
and garden tools. Buy a control. 13' table. Phone
storage building now. Sedalia, 328-8275.
Prices will never be
lower. We will be closed
for the seasons from 1954 M FARMALL tractor.
In perfect condition. Call
November 15- 1975 to
474-2321.
March 15, 1976. Hick's
Cemetery Road. Call 75311 FT. TILT trailer. Call
06114.
753-7370.
Farm Equipment 7' Ford
12 Insurance
disc, gill pullverizer. Call
753-7370.

The sooner you call,
the sooner
you save
hoe 753448f

1 ••

tit§
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14 Want To Buy

MOBILE HOME, all
electric. Call 753-8216
after 5 p. m.

us station

6th Street
1411

24. M:scellaneous

WASHER AND dryer. Call
753-6719 after 5 p.m.

GOOD USED all electric
mobile home. Call 4354363.

y Coins
Moues

16. Home Furnishings

20. Sports Equipment

VENEER LOGS waVed,
white oak, walnut, ash 22. Musical
and hackberry. Highest
prices paid for logs 14" in PIANO TUNING, repair
and rebuilding, prompt
up.
and
diameter
service. Rebuilt pianos
Delivered to Benton, Ky.
sale. Ben Dyer 753for
standing
buy
will
Also
8911.
Veneer trees. Call J. H.
Miller 354-8440.

23. Exterminating

nq (pntet
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SET OF Encyclopedias,
new, 24 vol., Collier plus
10 volume, set of Jr.
Classic story books, 6 vol.
Science library,6 vol. Life
Cycle library. Complete
book shelves an
excellent library for tee
family. Must sell. Cheap.
Call 767-4055 after 5 p.m.
CHILDREN'S SCHOOL
desk. Different sizes.
Excellent for home study.
Call 901-642-6048 before 5.
MODEL TRAINS, Lionel
and Ho Scale. Sales and
service. Call 753-6855 or
753-7570 after 5 p.m.
LESPADISA HAY. Call
474-2302.
NEW SET OF Wilson Staff
irons. Heel and toe
weighted. 3-9 pw. $150.00.
Call 489-2256 after 5 p. m.

FREE
Termite
InSpediOn
A veid Costly
Kern.topers

Kelley's
Termite &
Pest Control

1005. 13th St.
Phone 753-3914
Flies, Rooches
Silver Fish Shrubs

24. Miscellaneous

"NEVER USED anything TWO STORY oak log barn.
like it," says users of Blue Excellent condition. Call
Lustre carpet cleaner. 753-0870.
Rent electric shampooer.
Big K, Bel Air Shopping FOR SALE majestic
Center.
woodburning fireplaces.
Aluminum Service Co.
492-8647.
Call
SIDING,
ALCOA
Aluminum Service Co.
HEAVY EQUIPMENT.
Call 492-8647.
Adam road grader, good
Call 502-753condition.
16 Home Furnishings
9807 or 502-354-6392.
GREEN
MATCHING
couch, chair and rocker. 16,60 AMP Electric service
Reasonably priced. Call pole, complete. Call 7530670.
753-0412.

PRODUCTION FOREMAN
Opening exists at our Cadiz, Ky. plant for a
production foreman, experience in supervision with
some maintenance background, preferred, applicants must be able to work night shift.

Qualified applicants should call or write to:
Charles C. Fitzwater, Industrial Relations
Manager, Cadiz Spring Products Division,
Hoover Bail and Bearing Company, Cadiz, Ky.
42211 - Phone: 502-522-3221 or 502-5223201.
An equal opportunity employer.

1173 VEGA GT, 4 speed
with new tires. Gets 30
mpg. $1300.00 firm. Call
354-6691.
1964 CHEVROLET.$100.00.
Call 7534762.
270 T-BIRD, full power
and air. AM stereo and
tape. New radials. Call
753-8161.

MAGNAVOX
STEREO.
Like new. AM, FM radio
and record player. Call
753-0060.

For Sale
I1975 Oldsmobile Star-

23 CHANNEL CB, squelch
control, all crystals ineluded.External PA jack.
Phone 753-6753.

27. Mobile Home Sales
12 x 70 FLAMINGO Manor,
3 bedrooms, 2 full baths,
central heat and air,
throughout,
carpeted
refrigerator and stove,
electric fireplace, underpinned, excellent
condition. Call 753-9816.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call 4421918 or 443-8226.

1972 ATLATNIC, 12 x 60 2
bedroom,shag carpet, air
conditioner,
washer,
dryer, underpinning,
porch,
available
December. Call 753-9512.
1964 MODEL 10 x 50 with 4
x8expansion living room,
$1,400. Also 2 bedroom 8
ft. wide trailer. Call 7535980.

29. Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM - mobile
home, single occupancy,
garbage pickup and water
furnished. 165.00. 753-8216
after 5:00 p. m.
1-2
APPROXIMATELY
acre lot to park mobile
home, three miles east of
Murray just off 94. All
facilities ready for
trailer. $30 month rent.
Call 753-0564.

31 Want To Rent
SMALL HOUSE or two
apartment,
bedroom
furnished or partially
furnished, in town. Call
753-0888 or 753-0600.

32. Apartments For Rent
NICE
FURNISHED
apartment, all electric,
New Concord. $50.00 a
month. Call 436-2427.
TWO BEDROOM apartment,all carpet, disposal,
dishwasher,
range,
washer, dryer hookup,
central heat and air.
Patio. $150.00 per month.
Call 753-7550.
MANOR
MURRAY
Apartments, 2 bedroom,
unfurnished, except stove
and refrigerator, water
bill paid. Central heat and
air conditioning. Start at
120.00 per month. Call 7538668.
APARTFURNISHED
MENT. One or two
bedrooms. Zimmerman
Apartments, South 16th
Street. 753-6609.

34 Houses For Rent
THREE BEDROOM brick,
newly deeorated. Call 7537874

37 livestock

Supplies

REGISTERED POLLED
Hereford bulls, 7 no. to 15
no. Also cows, bred and
open heifers. Call 901-2475487. Rex Robinson.

fire, air conditioner,
automatic,
Steering,
brand new,$4695.00.

•u_us he Oe -Unions mon.
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"VoR W1 •(ot) LEARNED IN CHINA,
FVNRY' , WE COULD HALE 54T HERE AM,
READ FORTUNE COOK1E5."
38 Pets

Supplies

51 Serv ces Offered

50 Campers

51 Services Offered

CAMP-A-MAMA Sales,
Coachman, Trail Star,
Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers,/
2 mile east
1
of 61 and 641 intersection.
Draffenville, Ky. Phone
527-7807.

AWNING, CARPORTS, GENERAL BACKHOE
patio covers and en- work. Gravel and top soil.
Call 436-6896 or 436-2306.
closures. Aluminum
Service Co. Call 492-8647.
EXPERIENCED PAINTER will do interior or
WILL CUT and trim trees.
exterior work by the hour
Call 753-8278 for free
or job. 753-8343.
estimate.

SALE ON recreational
vehicles.
Arrowhead
Camper Sales, Highway
DO E., Mayfteld, Ky. Call
247-8187.

"Cisoning Is

SOMETHING unusual in
window treatment? See
Roy's Carpenter Shop.
Call 753-4124.

51 Serves Ottered

TV, BLACK and white.
Nice cabinet, cheap. Call
7534513.

NORTHWESTERN GOLF
Clubs, one complete set
and bag. Graphit Driver. OR RENT. Modern 2
GR 70 x 14 radial, 4 wheel
bedroom mobile home.
grain bed farm trailer. 2 Air conditioned and unbicycles 26" - 10 speed. derpinned. Located in
Call 437-4570 or 437-4733.
Riviera Court. Call 7532636.
1175 DELTA PRO BASS
boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
trolling motor, power
trim. Call 753-3932 or 7533226 after 4.

49 Used Cars & Trucks

26. TV Radio

23" BLACK and white
Motorola TV., excellent
condition. $150. Call 7674787.

301E,

31E"

4a3ICA•dalta•

LICENSED
ELECTRICIAN - Prompt efficient service. No job too
small. Call Ernest White.
753-0606.

M&B CONSTRUCTION
Co.,landscaping, backhoe
work, general hauling,
bush hogging, Call 4362540.

BLOWN INSULATION.
Interested in lowering
your heating and cooling
costs. Insulate today! Call
753-9446 after 5:00 p.m.

WIRING
ELECTRICAL
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474-8841
or 753-7203.

Ow Business"
Who yee 111•011 simples, reapmat er arsine call es. Oesnapp
•abet tre brew best. We Was
steam cleaners sai ether
deeming apripeneit far resit, or
If see patter tee mg dam seer
carpets tea Hem ter Tee.

753-7753

PURDOM
Oldso•kile-PontiacCadillac
7534315
Main St.

46. Homes For Sale

A

Toy
ADULT
FOUR
1911 NINE passenger
2 Pontiac station wagon. WILL PUT plastic under
/
Poodles. Two male and 2 THREE BEDROOM, 11
HUTCHENS'
bath newly decorated, 312 Radials. Good condition. houses to keep down JOHN
female. Also
eight
moisture. Also small
Plumbing and Electric.
North 12. Would make $1,203. Call 753-2632.
compartment cage. Call
carpentry jobs. Call 753No jobs too small Call
good investment $18,500.
753-9349.
1603.
4364642 early morning or
Call 753-7211
TWO TOY POODLES, 3
1968 BUICK Sky Lark - low
late afternoon.
months old. One male and
mileage, fair condition, LEAVES RAKED for
Senior Citizens inside city HAVING TROUBLE
one female. $50.00 each. BY
OWNER. Three
$500.00. 753-7913.
limits
Sat. November 8,
Call 753-0757.
modern
getting those small
bedroom brick,
plumbing jobs done?
home on one acre lot, on 1963 CHEVROLET station starting 8:00 a.m. Little
Sisters of Alpha Kappa
39. Poultry Supplies
Then call 753-6614.
Highway 299 between
wagon. Call 436-2242.
Psi, Professional
Stella and Kirksey. ImBusiness Fraternity. Call CONTACT
SHOLAR
HENS FOR sale. Call 474mediate possession.
753-8791
or 753-8484 Before
all your
for
Brothers
7361.
Phone 489-1167.
For Sale
Saturday.
bulldozing, backhoe work,
1975 Pontiac, brand
or trucking needs. Phone
43 Real Estate
new, $4895.00, fully
SMALL DOZER work Aurora, 354-8138 or 354GOOD TWO bedroom
equipped.
8161 after 7 p.m.
done. Call 753-7370.
small house with carport.
ATTRACTIVE THREE
PURDOM
$1,000 down, balance
bedroom house on large
CLEANING,
WE WANT TO MAKE wet CARPET
Oldsaiskils-Pontiac•
monthly. Call 489-2595.
wooded lot near Carter
basements dry. No experienced, very
School. Newly decorated
digging or pumping. reasonable rates,
7534315
Main St.
inside and outside. Large THE QUALIFIED perBeaver water control references, free
Spann
Guy
at
sonnel
living room, dining room,
where others estimates. Quick drying.
succeeds
Realty are waiting to talk 50 Campers
bath, kitchen and extra
fail. Guaranteed. Check
Call 7534877 or 753-0618.
real
your
regarding
you
to
large paneled den with
with
methods
our
estate needs. Our time is
brick fireplace. Tappan
FT. FULLY selfsatisfied customers. For GUTTERING BY Sears,
your time. Give us a call 22
dishwasher, disposal and
travel trailer
contained
free estimates contact' Sears seamless gutters
901
at
office
drop
or
by the
electric range. Carpeting,
Sacrifice
model.
your
Morgan Construction Co., installed
per
1972
Sycamore Street, 753curtains and draperies
502-442-7078, Route 2, Box
$2,750 at Fox Meadows
specifications. Call Larry
7724.
Monthly
included.
490-A, Paducah, Ky. Lyles at 753-2310 for free
South 16th Street. Call 753payments are lower than
42001.
3855.
estimates.
rent. We have this OWNER LEAVING city
reasonably priced at only
sacrificing quality brick
$18,000.00. Call Jahn C.
home, exclusive location,
Neubauer, Real Estate,
opportunity,
unusual
753-0101-7531 or Robert
many possibilities. Call
Associate
Rodgers,
753-0940
Broker, 753-7116 for appointment.
1305 WELLS Boulevard.
Two bedroom, recently
if This alphabetized page will run weekly -- clip it from
CUSTOM HOMES built on
remodeled, fully carthe paper and save for handy reference)
your lot, not pre-fab, no
peted, custom drapes,
down payment financing,
attached garage, imShell or completely
mediate possession with
0.
deed. Call 436-4573.
finished. Call 489-2728.

.•
.•

LAKELAND CONSTRUCTION. Backhoe
work in vacinity of 121
South and 94 South to New
Concord. Gravel, white
rock and top soil
delivered anywhere. Call
Ross, 436-2505, open 7
days a week.

Dial-A-Service
00

.41

4)--

TWO
BEDROOM HOUSE AND LOT, good
aluminum siding borne in location in growing
excellent condition, close Kirksey, Ky. Excellent
to Murray, carpeted, all water, new pump, new
large rooms. Just a doll carpets, all electric,
house on over 1 , acre. furnished. $12,500. Route
Price is right too. At only 1, Box 175, Kirksey, Ky.
$18,200. Call to see at Phone 489-7330.
Moffitt Realty Co., 206
South 12th St., 753-3597. THREE BEDROOM brick,
1315 Kirkwood Drive
FOR LISTING and !wiling Carpet, appliances,
your property, see Boyd- concreted drive, imMajors Real Estate, 105 mediate possession.
North 12th,753-8000 or call $20,000. Call 753-4074 or
any of our salespeople: 753-1311
Reuben Moody, 753-9036;
B.B. Hook, 753-2387;
Audra Moody, 753-0036;
Pat Mobley, 753-8958; 1973 YAMAHA 1111 213,
Homer Miller, 753-7519;
excellent running conBarbara Erwin, 7534136.
dition. Call 753-9168 or 4365370.
2 BEDROOM
NEAT
aluminum siding home in UM YAMAHA, 125 MX.
has
Murray,
been
Call 436-5335 after 5:00
redecorated, electric
p.m.
heat, new plumbing and
electrical
service 49 Used Cars & Trucks
recently installed, a good
buy at $9,750. Call 1973 VW Super Beetle, like
MOFFITT REALTY
new. Cai, :3-0530.
CO., 206 South 12th, 7533597.
19711 NOVA vinyl top and
factory au'. Power. Call
435-4352
NEAR ALMO HEIGHTS
within view of Highway
641. Estate of Alfred 1971 BUICK LeSabre, 4
Keys. Phone 7534162.
door, power and air. Call
753-0720
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at 1918 CHEVY VAN, 6
Sycamore
has five cylinder, automatic, 1975
Licensed and bonded sales VW Serico. Call 753-0963.
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years ex- 1958 T-Bird, one owner
clusive real estate ex- Montam car. No rust
perience. Call 753-1651 or New ires. All way above
come by our office. We average.
Drive
like to talk REAL anywhere. Priced to sell.
ESTATE.
See Bob Cook, Hazel. Call
492-8165
FOR YOUR insurance,
Real Estate and Auction
1974 CHEVY,4 wheel drive
service, with experienced
cell 247-8476 after
- personnel, contact -Pldcup.
p.m., Ma-Weld, Ky.
5
Wilson's office at 202
South 4th Street, across
from the post office or call 1973 CHEVROLET, 12 foot,
753-3263 anytime, day, flat dump,2 ton. Call 753night and holidays.
7370

Are

753-1441

0.

Plumbing-Electric
Sewer Cleaning

Police

753-1621

436-2490
Service and Repair-24 Hour Service
Norman Kimmerzell

ELECTRICAL WIRING

Murray

RESIDENTIAL i
COMMERCIAL

Metal

Installations &
Service
474-8841

753-7203
24 Hour Service

ANDERSON ELECTRIC

Hanging

Commercial, Residential
Farm Building, rusty
roofs,
References-Free Estimate
Tremon Farris
Farmington, Rte. 1

Jerry McCoy,Owner
&Operator

Rentals

Painting

753

Id eau *NW twig nom wo w
an tti,, peke Was. urea dry ale
si. int wain dein are user

-9437

753-0961

.

Engine

Residences, cornmovie'. Canvasing, Bill
Houghton,Rte.6,Box 68
a

,,
,
4

Repairs

•ST ATIC-PROOfING•SANITIZING

e

753-3037
•

Deny
Professional Oeaning

102S.4thSt.
Murray, Ky.

So. 12th Street
Murray, Ky.

Service Master of
Western Kentucky

Jackhammer
Work Done

'
.

Commercial, residential,
753-3303
Industrial
753-6177
& Refrigeration.
Murray, Ky. We Service All 13rands!!!
1301 Chestn

-4

a

4

Carrier
153-1290

1753-5397

Quasar

W. LAMM, h.

753-3134

While You Wait
duplicating

Dunn Furniture
T.V. 8,
Appliance

- a'•

CoN Coarse

(502) 335-3506

24 Hoyt Wrecker Service

Winchester
Printing
Service, Inc.

end Service

FURNITURE

Quality Sarvica
Company

753-5703

T.V. Soles

reelessieree

• F l OORS•WALLS

pew, towt. caw

r

_„,,,s„„

Ow slot of illso

NIL PM Ma.

802 N. 18th. Street
Murray.

Hwy.94 East

. ---.,
Servireumfg

,,,"

East Side Small

•DAILY SERVICES,CARPETS

Taber's Body
Shop

Hinman's

specialize in its repair

New Roofs
Reroofing

Free Estimates
Murray Hwy.
Dexter, Ky.

Free Estimates
4,

If it hos an engine we

D.C.
Roofing

1 753-7414
436-5840
.

Hwy.641
6 Miles South

121S.(Clarks River Bridgic.
Murray,Ky.

382-2299
753-7915

Remodeling,
Room Additions
Cabinet Work

502-492-8831 I

Iron, aluminum, copper,
cast, batteries, and
radiators

Paper

A & R Home
Improvement

ORMAY'S

Highest Prices Paid

Spray Painting

_

Free
Termite Inspection

floors-walls
Concrete
removed or replaced,
driveways poured and
-finished. Experienced
MI/there. Sandblasting in
the near future.

Kelleo.lermite g Peg

901-642-5209

100 S. 13th St.
Murray,Ky.

Earl Stenloy,
Paris, Tennessee

1753-3914 I

,b8
hru
Rler
risti
veres,
sun
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Hitchcock Assumes New Duties!
At Kentucky Lake Music Barn

Says
Reclamation
Study
1 Deaths and Funerals I
Laws Hindered In State
Funeral Rites Held
Mrs. Farrell Dies
At Hospital; Rites

For Edgar Williams

Funeral services for Edgar C.
Williams of Alin() Route One
were held Sunday at two p. m.
Mrs. Willie B. Farrell the at the chapel of the J. H.
widow of Roy Farrell, and a Churchill Funeral Home with
resident of 1335 West Broadway, Rev. Heyward Roberts and
Mayfield, died at 4:40 a.m. Rev. C. C. Brasher officiating
Community and the Flint Baptist Church
Saturday
at
Hospital, Mayfield. She was 86 Choir providing the music.
as
served
Grandsons
years of age.
She is survived by a son, pallbearers and burial was in
Jewell L. Farrell, Mayfield; the Bazzell Cemetery.
Mr. Williams, age 84, died
and two sisters, Mrs. Jessie
Gibson of Mayfield, and Mrs. Friday at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He is survived
JEW. Lassiter of Murray.
Services for Mrs. Farrell by his wife, Mrs. Lois Mills
were conducted at two p.m. Williams; three daughters,
Sunday at the Byrn Funeral Mrs. Helen Robinson, Mrs.
Chapel, Mayfield with Rev. R. Anna Wellerritter, and Mrs. Sue
A. Bivens officiating and burial Brittian; two sons, 0. C. and
was in Maplewood Cemetery. James Williams; half brother
Active pallbearers were J. P. E. E. Williams; fifteen grandPierce, Jennings Turner, Voris children; thirty-four great
Pickard, Thomas Pewitt, Otis grandchildren; seven great
Cunningham and Lewis Hoard. great grandchildren.
Honorary pallbearers were
Dalton Mansfield, Hershell
Bowden, Otis Morris, Bill
Leslie, Hal Wray and Nolan
Wilkerson.

Conducted Sunday

Brother Of Reuben
Moody Dies Friday

WASHINGTON ( AP) — A
study by a private research
group indicates that political
pressures, slight penalties and
unciertrained and undermanned
staffs hinder enforcement of
strip none reclamation laws in
Kentucky.
The results of the study by
the Center for Science in the
Public Interest were contained
in a copyrighted story in the
Louisville
Courier-Journal's
Monday editions. The results of
the study were to be made public today.
The year-long study indicated
that Kentucky reclamation laws
and regulations do not insure
adequate reclamation and environmental protection before
land is stripped, the CourierJournal reported.
The report also said an overworked, undermanned staff in
the Department of Natural Resources and Environmental
Protection's division of reclamation "is unable to thoroughly review" the estimated 1,400
annual permits issued in Kentucky.
The study also indicated that
the staff is often and easily
overwhelmed by industry pressure to mine more coal; that
intimidation and corruption
have a powerful effect on pre-

Gene Moody, brother of
Mrs. Humphrey Dies Reuben
Moody of 715 Goodman,
Murray, died suddenly Friday
Friday; Funeral Is at eleven p.m. at his home in
Carthage, N.Y. He was 59 years
age.
Conducted Sunday ofThe
-Sit;4/11(aker
deceased was a retired

venting reports of violations
from reaching offices in Frankfort; and that fines, when imposed, amount to little more
than a slap on the wrist of operators with a multi-million dollar investment in the coal business.
The study suggested that:
—State law be changed to allow citizens to "serve as a
check on corruption, in.
competence and apathy."
—The staff be enlarged to allow citizens to file for hearings
near their homes instead of in
Frankfort.
—Citizens be given the right
to appeal departmental decisions to state circuit courts.
—The "broad-form deed,"
which allows owners of mineral
rights to remove coal without
paying the owners of surface
rights, be abolished.
Much of the information obtained in the survey was based
on information in questionnaires completed by employes
of the division of reclamation,
The Center for Science in the
Public Interest is a non-profit
study organization which publishes research data on technical subjects ranging from energy and the environment to nutrition and health issues.

The second week of November has been proclaimed
"Youth Appreciation Week" in Calloway County, in conjunction with the local Optimist Club. The proclamation was
signed by County judge Robert 0. Miller last week. From left
are Howard Steely, Judge Miller and Mike Lovins.
Staff Photo by David Hill

Waters Completes Army Air Course
Ft. Bliss, Tex. — Second
Lieutenant Robert L. Waters
Jr., whose parents, Major
Ret.) and Mrs. Robert L
Waters Sr., live on Route 4,
Murray, completed the officer
air defense basic qualification
course at the Army Air Defense
School at Ft. Bliss, Oct. 3.
During the 12-week course,
U. Waters received training in
the operations and tactics of the

Army's air defense weapons
systems.
The lieutenant was commissioned through the Reserve
Officers' Training Corps
program at Murray State
University, where he received
his B. S. degree this year.
He is a 1971 graduate of
Calloway County High School.
His wife, Lisa, was with him
in Texas during the training.

Stan Hitchcock, who several
years ago had his own sYndicated telefision show, is now
the operation manager of the
Kentucky Lake Bluegrass Barn.
Mr. and Mrs. L K. Parker of
Clarksville, owners of the
Kentucky Lake Bluegrass Barn,
said that Hitchcock assumed his
duties November 1.
The entertainment place also
now sports a new name: Stan
Hitchcock's Kentucky Lake
Music Barn. Not only will it be a
place for entertainment on
weekends but it will also have
its own Record Label and
Recording Studio.
Hitchcock has appeared
several times at the Bluegrass
Barn and was well-greeted by
large audiences. The Bluegrass
Barn has already had some topname entertainers from the
Country Music Field but now
with Hitchcock making his
station in the area, there is no
limit to the talent that will soon
be available to fans in this area.
Hitchcock and his wife, Jo
Anne,and their family will soon
be moving to the area. Hitchcock has four children,
Jeretza 4, Lori 9, Little Stan 7
and Jo Anne Jr., 5.
Earlier this year, Billie Jo
Spears appeared at the
Bluegrass Barn and last July,

Dolly Parton, the female
vocalist of the year, appeared.

Volun

Fi
Stan Hitchcock
Besides being a singer, Hitchcock is also a songwriter,
sporting an impressive list of
top sellers.

Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
November 10, 1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 9 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 1613 Est. 400 Barrow's &
Gilts Steady mostly .50 higher SOW, .50mostly 1.00 higher
15I.5041.00
US 1-2500-230 lbs
01.00-51.50
US 1-3 200-240 lb.
050.2541.00
US 1-4 240-260 lb.
$41.50-50.50
US 3-4210-200 lbs.
Sown
US 1-3300-400 lbs.
03.00.44.00
mostly 49.00
$43.0044.00.
US 1-3 300450 lbs.
03.50-44.50
US 1-3450450 the
94100-43.00
.
US 2-3 500-500 lbs.
Boars 33.09-35.00 mostly 33.00
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The funeral for Mrs. Virchie
Humphrey of Benton Route
Three was held Sunday at two p.
m. at the chapel of the Linn
Funeral Home, Benton, with
Rev. Don Phelps officiating.
Burial was in the Thweatt
Cemetery.
Mrs. Humprhey, age 89, died
Friday at 12:10 p. m. at her
home. She was a member of the
New Zion Baptist Church.
Survivors are four daughters,
Mrs. Sula Rose, Mrs. Mary Lou
Locke, and Miss Lillie Mae
Humphrey, all of Benton Route
Three, and Mrs. Louise Rudd of
Benton Route Three, one sister,
Mrs. Minnie Thweatt of Benton
Route Three; thirty-three
grandchildren; forty-eight
great grandchildren; five great
great grandchildren.

Ralph Jones Dies
Saturday; Funeral
Being Held Today
Ralph Jones of 437 Hilldale
Road, Paducah, died Saturday
at 3:15 p. m. at the Western
Baptist Hospital. He was 73
years of age and a native of
Ballard County.
Mr. Jones is survived by his
wife, Mrs.Oma Lockhart Jones,
daughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Cora Lockhart of Lynn
Grove, and one brother, Haynes
Jones, Detroit, Mich.
The deceased was a graduate
of the University of Kentucky
and retired in 1968 as an inspector with the State Department of Health. He was a former agriculture teacher, and a
long time member of the Administrative Board of the
Fountain Avenue United
Methodist Church, Paducah.
Funeral services are being
held today at one p. m. at the
chapel of the Roth Funeral
Home, Paducah, with Rev.
Gene Barnes officiating.
Active pallbearers are Joe
Williams, Jim Malone, Marshall Bradley, Ralph Dalton,
Joe Howard,and Eulon Walker.
Honorary pallbearers are Dr.
Goodlowe Sargent, John T.
Rudolph, Jessie Griffin, Harry
Barry, and members of the
Men's Bible Class of the
Fountain Avenue Church
Burial will be in the Murray
City Cemetery.

Band Boosters Club
Plans Meet Tonight

supervisor of the St. Regis
Paper Company at Carthage.
He was the son of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Perc Moody of Dover,
Tenn.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Beverly Moody, Carthage, N.
Y.; two sisters, Mrs. Lois
Rushing, Dover, Term., and
Mrs. Gladys Rushing, Kokomo,
Ind.; six brothers, Reuben of
Murray, Elvin of Murfreesboro,
Tenn., Kenneth, Leon, Charles,
and Grady, all of Dover, Tenn.;
eight grandchildren.
Funeral services are being
held today at two p.m, at the
Bassnot Funeral Home at
Carthage, N. Y.
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Prices of stocks of local interest at noon
today furnished to the Ledger & runes by
I. M.Simon Co are as follows
Alice
Amer. Motors
Ashland Oil
A. T & T
Ford
Gen Motors
Gen./Ire
Goodrich
Gulf Oil
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats .
Republic Steel
Singer
Tappan
Western Links
Zenith

17% -%
6 -44
10 +4
4944

+

423
/
4 -/
3
4
56% -14
164 -42
11~
71 -101
Me
1114
9% unc
-44
14 -/
3
4

Prices of dock el local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Tbnes by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray,are as follows:

Mrs. Hattie Danner
Dies At Hospital;
Funeral Tuesday
Mrs. Hattie Griffith Danner,
widow of W. Robert Danner,
died Sunday at 1:10 a. m. at the
Henry County General Hospital,
Paris, Tenn. She was 75 years of
age and a resident of
Palmersville, Tenn.
The deceased was born
January 23, 1900, and was the
daughter of the late Cullen
Griffith and Minnie Gatewood
Griffith.
Mrs. Danner is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Dale
(Roberta) Pascharscky,
Goshen, Ind.; two sons, Lloyd
Kendall Danner, Memphis,
Mich., and Bill Danner,
Palmersville, Term.; one sister,
Mrs. Philip Harding, Puryear,
Tenn.; five brothers, Finis
Griffith of Murray, Basil
Griffith of Palmersville, Tenn.,
Lance and Jewell Griffith,
Warren, Mich., and Euclid
Griffith, Port Huron, Mich.
Funeral services will be held
Tuesday at one p. m. at the
Bible Union Church of Christ,
Palmersville, with burial to
follow in the New Hope
the
with
Cemetery
arrangements by the Alexander
Funeral Home,Dresden, Tenn.,
where friends may call.
HUMANE SOCIETY
The Humane Society of
Calloway County will meet
tonight (Monday) at 7:30 p. m.
at the United Campus Ministry
Building on North 15th Street.
All members and interested
persons are invited.

The Calloway County Band
Boosters Club will meet tonight
(Monday) at seven p. m. in the
band room of the high school.
Band Boosters will be making
MUNCIE, hid.—Charles K.
final plans for the Turkey Shoot
to be held Saturday, November Guthrie, of the Adult Learning
State
Murray
15,from eight a. m. to four p.m. Center,
University, has been attending
at the school.
All parents and interested a two-day seminar at Ball State
persons are invited and urged to University sponsored by the
attend, a club spokesman said. university's Institute for

U.S. Homes
Kaufman & Broad
Ponderosa Systems
Kimberly Clark
Union Carbide
W.R.Grace
Texaco .
General Elec.
GAF Corp
Geor0a Pscdic
Pfizer
Jim Walters
Kirsch
Disney
Franklin Mint

+%
4
6% -66
91* -44
36 -%
59% uric
-%
23 lane
474-4
144-4
'34-4
31% .-%
11% -%
50% Ai
274-1*

Rice To Speak
At Society Meet
Dr. Otis K. Rice, author of the
newly published book, Frontier
Kentucky, will be the speaker
for the winter meeting of the
Jackson Purchase Historical
Society's winter meeting on
Friday, December 5 at Murray
State University.
In making the announcement,
Harry Sparks president of the
JPHS, said the book is part of
the Bicentennial Bookshelf
Series and is available at $3.95.
Dr. Sparks also noted that Dr.
Rice is Professor of History and
Chairman of the department at
West Virginia Institute of
Technology. Rice begins the
thrilling story of the Bluegrass
State more than century before
Daniel Boone and James
Harrod.
The buffet type meal will
begin at 6:00 p. m. at the
Ballroom of the Student Union
Building. The cost will be $4.00.
Reservations may be made
by sending a check for the
number of tickets desired to the
Secretary,
Miss
JPHS
Margaret Heath, 1202 Joe
Creason Drive, Benton, Kentucky, 42025.
Scheduled business will be
limited to Dr. Hunter Hancock's
report on the fall tour meeting
to Boonesborough and vicinity,
plus an appeal for ideas" on the
1976 trip.
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Many Many Thanks
I wish to express my gratitude and appreciation for
the votes received in my race for the Hazel City Council. Many thanks for the confidence you have shown to
one in electing me to this office.

Nancy McColl-.
Pol. Advertisement paid for by Nancy McClure

ELIBBla

In America, you can choose whether to work for yourself
or for others.
You can choose the kind of work you want to do, and go
as far in your chosen field as your abilities and ambitions
will take you.
Public schools provide you with a start. Tax supported
colleges, universities, and technical schools make further
training available to everyone.
You can even aspire to be President. Our democratic process of selection can single out any American for the
job.
America. It's a free country.
And it's up to all of us
to keep it that way.

Guthrie Attends Seminar Meeting
Community Education
Development (ICED).
The 42 community education
directors and recreation
coordinators, most of whom
were from Indiana, Ohio,
Illinois and Kentucky, studied
ways to better organize Community Education Councils. The
goal of such councils, says Dr.
Ross Van Ness, director of
ICED, is to assist in the
development of the kinds of
programs wanted by people in
its dwn city or town.
This November seminar is
one of a series offered each year
by-the Instittite. Each is funded'
by a Mott Foundation grant and
there is no charge to the participants who come to increase
their skills in community
education.
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